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Prologue 

A /eaya is one of the most unique cultural features of the 
Mijikenda people. The word, as it appears in the title of 
tbis report, has a dual meaning in Kidigo and other lan- 

guages of the Mijikenda. More literally, it refers to the traditional 
fortified villages that were usually constructed in thickly forested 
areas for security reasons. However, it also has a broader meaning 
that refers to the entire forest area after the village has been aban-
doned. In many of these kjc (or makaj in Kidigo) are burial 
grounds of founding fathers, with each grave marked with a post 
called ktango. A kqya in this extended sense comes to assume a 
sacred function and becomes symbolic of Mijikerida culture, his-
tory and identity: The term /eqya in this report is used in both senses 
of theword. 

The kqyci in the Likoni-Kwale context discussed in this report rep-
resents the interplay between poverty and violence, between jus-
tice and peace as political constructs. It encapsulates a central find-
ing of our investigations that, ultimately, the marginalisation and 
deprivation of the kqya (as homestead) can turn its forest into a 
violence-prone arena of poiitico-cconomic contestation. Whether 
the spark is generated internally or is ignited externally, the cx-
ploited k.qya is ripe for a major explosion that almost overnight 
may turn its inhabitants from seemingly submissive peace-lcwers to 
viciously aggressive warmongers. 

Violence must be understood as a multifarious phenomenon.. Some 
conditionsprecipitated by socio-economic deprivation and dispos-
session can also legidmately be regarded as forms of violence. 
Against this background, we must remember that the deprived and 
the wretched do not choose violence, for violence is in-built into 
their daily lives. The politically oppressed and underprivileged can 
only choose to be the object of violence or the subject of it. That 
the spark in the Likom-Kwale violence may have been ignited from 
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without does not in any way invalidate this claim on the interplay 
between deprivation and violence. So, let us beware of the many 
deprived kayaf in our midst, from Korogocho to Mathare, from 
Isiolo to Kwale. 

FM 



Executive Summary 

0 0
n August 13, 1997, the Likoni arid Kwale areas of the 

Coast erupted in an orgy of violence seemingly targeted 

at Kenyans of upcountry origin. The organisation of this 
violence may have started as early as mid-May 1997, and the perpe-

trators included within their ranks I-Tutu refugees and other non-
coastal Kenyans. When it finally subsided in November 1997, the 
violence had left hundreds of people dead orpermanendy maimed, 
thousands of Kenyans displaced and homeless, hundreds of kiosks 
and residential buildings destroyed by fire, and the economy se-
verely undermined. 

The violence was accompanied by serious human rights violations 
on the part of both the raiders and the security officers, including 
murder, looting and rape. In addition, the police and the General 
Service Unit (GSTJ) were accused of arbitrarily arresting and tor-
turing the local people of the area, of ignoring basic procedures of 
criminal investigatiun, and of complacency in responding to re-
ports of attacks In addition, alleged interference from above is 
said to have prevented the police from seriously investigating sev -
eral politicians whose names have been mentioned in connection 
with the violence. 

The motives and causes of the violence are complex and many, and 
include ethno-rcgionalism, religious nationalism, personal factors, 
criminal interests, and local and national political agendas. The 

most disturbing of these comes from circumstantial and intern-
gence reports suggesting that the Likoni-Kwale tragedy was, in fact, 
an initial phase of a larger state-sponsored plan to undermine the 
constitutional reform movement and provide a reconfigured po-
litical space that would allow KANU to recapture the political ini-
tiative that it had lost to the National Convention Assembly (NCA) 
and its executive arm, the National Convention Executive Com-
mittee (NCEC) after Limuru I. 
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In condusion, the report makes several policy recomniendations 
intended to rnininnse the probability of the Likoni-Kwale kind of 
eruptions in Kenya. These include: constitutional reforms aimed 
at empowering women, and ethnic and religious minorities; replace-
merit of local authorities with more democratic structuresof gov-
ernance; overhauling and retraining the police and other forces 
entrusted with the securtr of the civilian population establish-
ment of a Commission of Inquiry into the violence; and setting up 
a compensation programme for all the affected individuals, organi-
sations and communities. 



Introduction 

Q
11 the night of August 13, 1997 a large gang of armed 
raidcts - determined by various sources to range from 
about 100 to 500 people - invaded the Liirom Police 

Station where they murdered six police officers, opened the police 
cell and freed several inmat4ra, and proceeded to the armouxy 
where they stole, according to different estimates, from 30 to 50 
guns and 3,000 to 5,000 rounds of live ammunition. The gang 
then set fire to the station together with the Likoni tourist po-
lice booth and the administration block housing the offices of 
the District Officer and the Chief of the location. Thereafter, 
they attacked civilians seemingly of non-coastal origin, kilJing 
several by shooting or slashing them on sight, and set ablaze 
some motor vehicles and a number of residential and business 
premises, including a fleet of kiosks. Within a couple of days, 
this orgy of violence had spread to other locations on the south 
coast and, for a brief period, on the north coast of Mombasa, 
resulting in a major exodus, estimated in hundreds of thousands, 
of frightened people seeking refuge and shelter elsewhere. Mote-
over, while the slow intervention by sections of the armed forces 
did eventually reduce the daily magnitude of the mayhem and 
arson, incidents of violence continued well into the month of 

November 1997. 

Who were the engineers of this tragedy in this otherwise serene 
and peaceful communny? And what were their motives, aims and 
objectives? How did they go about recruiting the raiders, and how 
was it possible for them to organise a succession of raids of such 
magnitude without the knowledge of the security forces? What 
has been the cost of the violence, and what are some of its short-
term and long-term implications? These are some of the ques-
lions that this report of the Kenya Human Rights Commission 

seeks to address. Its specic objectives include: 



Providing the national and local contexts within which the 
violence in Likoni and parts of Kwale district took place. 

Highlighting some of the critical unanswered questions 
arising from eyewitness accounts of, and other sources of 
information on the raids 

Discussing some of the probable causes of the violence - 
systemic, structural and othervcrise 

Documenting some of the human rights violations 
perpetrated by both the raiders and government forces in 
the period of the vioknce, and 

Making some tentative policy recommendations which 
may, we hope, reduce the chances of similar tragedies 
occurring in the ftiture. 

However, given the limitations in human and matetial resources 
at the disposal of the Kenya Human Rights Commission only 
so much could be achieved in the short period of its investiga-
tions. More concerted efforts arc required, therefore, to unravel 
the full scope of the Likoni-Kwale violence in all its dimensions 
and comp1exit 



The Interviews 

uch of the information in this report was elicited di- 
recdy through recorded interviews and discussions with 

wide section of people at the Coast province and in 
Nairobi from August 16 to November 17, 1997. The audio-
recorded texts are in the custody of the Kenya Human Rights 
Commission. The interviewees included; 

• one senior special branch police officer in Nairobi; 

• two senior provmcial intelligence police officers in 
Mombasa; 

• three CID police officers from Kwale district; 

• three Christian clergymen; 

• fout Muslim clergymen; 

• five politicians (three from Kwale and two wcll-placed 
ones in Nairobi); 

• two medical doctors; 

• two Red Cross health workers; 

• two senior government officers of the Coast Province; 

• Five ex-servicemen from the Kwale district; 

• 21 prison renrsndees on charges related to, the Likoni 

attack; 

• Three recruited raiders who had defected;'and 

• scores of victims and eyewitnesses of the violence. 

However, there is a substantial body of information based on 
more indirect methods of investigation akin to the participant-
observation approaches in the social sciences. This was particu- 



larly true with respect to some of the well-placed politicians, 

high ranking security personnel, and relatives and friends of some 
of the raiders. 

People charged with crimes connected with the I ikoni-KwaIe 
violence were interviewed primarily by one of our directors, 
Alamin Mazrui, when - on the instructions of the Kwalc DC - 
he was put under arrest on August 16,1997 and shared a cell, in 
the offices of the Matuga DO, with about 25 other detained 
persons. Between August 20 and 22, Mazrui had an opportunity 
to talk to an even larger pool of prisoners at the court cells in 
Mombasa and later when he himself was at the Shimo-la-Tewa 
remand cells awaiting release on bond after being falsely charged 
with the offence of unlawful assembly under Section 79 of the 

Penal Code. 

Some of the most critical, yet the most difficult interviewees to 

have direct access to were, of course, the perpetrators of the vio-
lence, be they the combatants on the ground or the organisers 
behind the scenes. After a long while we managed to establish 
contact with six recruits who had defected from the invading force, 
and arranged to interview them at different times and at different 

locations. It was, of course, easier to find defectors to interview 
because they were themselves in search of assistance to get out of 
a difficult situation, having violated both the law of the country 
and the code of conduct of the raiders. Unfortunately, thtee of 

the contacted recruits decided to flee to Tanzania before our ar-

rival at the venue of the interview. Two of the remaining three 
were extremely agitated throughout our brief discussion, panicked 
right in the middle of it, and took off in utter desperation- When 
we tried to have a follow-up discussion with them a day later, we 

leanit that they too had left for Tanzania. 

Until at least the end of October or so, our efforts to interview 
people in some of the most critical locations of the affected area 
were often frustrated by the police who denied us freedom of 
movement. As a result we sometimes lost the opportunity to get 
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inirnediate and first-hand information and reactions on certain 
important events and occurrences. Attempts to fill the gaps, there-
fore, had to rely heavily on corroborative information. 

What we present below, then, is a synthesised description and 
analysis based on these varied approaches to the investigation 
and different accounts of the violence in ] ikont-Kwale. As will 
be seen, more information is stiii needed to completely solve 
the tragic puzzln 



The National Context 

The Kwale tragedy niust first be seen, in part, against the 
backgronnd of the national scene in general, and devel 
opments in the politics of pluralism in the country in 

particular since the early years of this decade. A logical point of 
departure is 1990 when the regime of President Daniel Arap 
Moi began to come under increasing pressure from Kenyans 
and the international community to end the legally mandated 
one party system that came into existence in June 1982 with the 
enactment of Section 2A of the constitution. Within the coun-
try, the campaign for multipartism reached its most dramatic 
moment inJuly 1990 with the arrest and detention of Mr. Charles 
Rubia and Mr. Kenneth Matiba - under the provisions of the 
Preservation of Public Security Act - and the Saba Saba protest 
of July 7 which left over 20 people dead and more than 60 in-
jured around the Nairobi metropolis. 

A little over a year later, in August 1991, the late Mzee Jaramogi 
Oginga Odinga, Martin Shikuku, the late Masinde Muliro, George 
Nthenge, Philip Gachoka and Ahnied Bamahriz announced the 
formation of the Fot-um for the Restoration of Democracy 
(FORD) as a pressure group to intensify the popular momen-
tum for political pluralism in Kenya. 

Afraid that multipartism might bring an end to Moi's and 
KAN U's political rule, and to all the attendant politico-economic 
benefits and privileges accruing to it for the select few, some 
KANU hawks launched the majimbo campaign to intimidate ad-
vocates of political pluralism and undermine their legitimate 
cause- In the forefront of this campaign were Kalenjin politi-
cians who held public rallies in Kapsabet on September 8, 1991 
and Kapkatet on September 21, 1991. The Kapsabet meeting 
resolved, among other things, to fight "anti-establishment fig-

ures7' using all means at their disposal so as to protect the ruling 
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party, KANLI. Leaders of the Kapkatet meeting, on the other 
hand, 'banned" advocates of multipartism from setting foot in 
the Rift Valley Province and reportedly ordered the late Masinde 
Mulito, a founder member of FORD, to move out 6f his Trans 
Nzoia district.' In spite of these threats, however, the national 
and international pressure for political pluralism continued re-
lentlessly until the Moi government was forced to repeal Sec-
tion 2A of the Constitution on December 10,1991, once again 
reverting Kenya to a multiparty state. 

This historic constitutional change, however, did not deter the 
KANU hawks from pursuing their "ethnic cleansing" agenda, 
seeking to displace non-Kalenjms from the Rift Valley in a bid 
to consolidate it further as a 'Moi-KANU zone." Within a few 
months of the repeal of Section 2A, therefore, the notorious 
bloody clashes erupted in Mob, combining murder and arson, 
and conttriued until August 1992. Again, Kenyans refused to be 
intimidated and kept pressing on for multiparty elections, which 
were eventually held in December 1992. 

Given the popular sentiments in favour of a new leadership, many 
of the politicians in the opposition parties, under the illusion that 
the State House with its excessive executive powers was within 
their reach, went to the polls believing that they could defeat Moi 
and KPLN U under the provisions of the existing constitution. 
Predictably, they lost in an election that was heavily flawed. And it 

was only in the aftermath of these elections that opposition poli-
ticians began to appreciate the need for constitutional reforms to 
create a levcl playing field, leading eventually to their support of 
the National Convention Assembly and their participation in it 

during its First Plenary Session (Limuru 1) on April 6, 1997. 

The organisational succest of -NcA and its executive wing, the 
National Convention Executive Couircii (NCEC), the mass sup-
port that it enjoyed, and the national unity that it was able to 
forge, all left a Moi-KANU regime that felt threatened and in- 

See the 1992 Ki/ik.0 Rpeton ethnic clsshes in Kenya, p. 9. 



creasingly under siege. As Maim Kin, the Executive Director of 

Kenya I luman Rights Commission, rightly pointed Out, "Six 

months ago, it was assumed that President Moi and his croniesin 
KANU had so much control that they would easily be swept back 

to power during the elections. Nevertheless (following the Limuru 

I Convention), we the peopie, rised our voièes loudly for demo c- 

racy and reform. And so loud and c!eir vm that.voice that even 
those 'friendly' politicians who were keener on power than on 
reforms, and who tried to derail NCEC in various ways, were 
unable to do so... And so strong was our courage and conviction 
that Moi's brutal police could not stop the NCEC.. .We exposed 

the cracks in Moi's government, cracks so large that Moi and 
KANU dare not face a genuinely fair election. Cracks so large 
that the very existence of KANU became sorely threatened.'Z 

But rather than accept the popular will of the people, the Moi- 
KANU regime turned around like a cornered rat, and proceeded 

to unleash another wave of violence against Kenyans. By May 
1997 the J&thi Ia Mee had come into existence, seemingly pro- 
tected by the police as it implemented its mission of attacking 

opposition forces especially diiringpro-reform rallies. 3  Soon othet 

private armies, like Jeshi Ia Mbei'i, began to emerge - all in the 

service of the political status quo while the opposition itself 
began to engage in acts of provocation and counter-violence. In 

the meantime the evil face of the gospel of majiithoism reared its 

head once again as the likes of the I 'ocal Government Minister 
Francis Lotodo, urged non-Kalenins to move out of the Rift 

Valley Province. 5  Law and order increasingly gave way to anar- 
thy, and the culture of violence began to take deeper and deeper 

root as more and more Kenyans began to regard violence as a 
legitimate method of conflict resolution. In the month of Sep- 

2  "The Choice is Ours." Keynote address presented at the Third Plenary Session 
of the Nalional Convention Assembly, U.ingamano House, Nairobi, october 
28, 1997. 

'DGifr Naao, August 13, 1997. 
DNan,August 5,1997. 
East Africaz Standam', August 1, 1997. 
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tember 1997 alone, for example, there were over a dozen sites 
of violent dashes with an underlyirigpolitscaJ motive, from Likoni 
to Igembe, from Mandera to Pokot. 6  

There is a sense, then, in which the outbreak of the violence in 
Likoni and its vicinity can be located on this larger national can-
vass that has partly been reconfigured by the politics of plural-
ism and reform in the country over the last five to six years. 
Whatever else lay behind the violence at the Coast, the tragedy 
was also encouraged and catalysed by the breakdown of law and 
order and the resort to violence for hidden and not-so-hidden 
political agendas nathonally. And precisely because multiparty 
politics in Kenya have been so strongly influenced by ethnic 
considerations, political violence itself came to assume an eth-
mc face, giving it a vicious momentum that is often difficult to 
controi and subdue. 
'Erc5sn Thday, No. 2, Ocber 1997. 



The Local Context 

The area of greatest concentration of the so-called Coast 
violence for its enure duration was the Likoni Division 
of Mornbasa and the ad jacentDistrict of Kwale. Kwale's 

divisions include Kubo, Kinango, Matuga and Msarnbweni, with 
the latter thtee also serving as names for political constituencies. 
Though administratively a part of Mombasa district, Likoni is, 
for all practicai-purposes, an extension of Kwale and shares with 
it many of the same socio-economic and political concerns and 
characteristics. 

Accordingto the statistical projection for 1996, Likoni and 
Kwale have a combined population of about 550, 490 people, 
of which close to fifty percent can be described as economically 
active. Within this labour force women outnumber men by al-
most 10 percent partly because the high unemployment rate in 
the area forces a substantial number of men to leave the district 
to look for work elsewhere. 

The estimated annual growth rate is about 4 percent, assuming a 
decline in both fertility and mortality rates. This decline, how-
ever, will be offset by the high rate of migration from other 
parts of Kenya. The local communities of the Digo and the 
Duruma - with the Digo forming a very large majority - consti-
tute about 80 percent of the population. The up-country com-
munity with the highest population presence in the area, com-
prising close to 10% of the population, is the Kaniba, coming 
especially from Machakos, Makueni and Kitui districts. The 
Kamba are followed, in order of numerical size, by the Luo, the 
These and other demographic calculations are based on figures provided in the 
1989 Kenya National Census Report, the Kwalè DsI7cl Derilopsnent Plan, 1994— 
995 and the Mombasa Di$t?7Ct Deulaprnrnt Plan, 1994-1996 (both produced 
by the Rural Planning Department of the Ministry of Planning and National 
Development) 
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Kikuyu and the Luhya, with each ethnic community being more 
concentrated in some locations than in others. In addition to 
this ethnic distribution, however, there is a scctauian dimension 
which is equally important in comprehending the demographic 
politics of the area: this is the divide between the predominantly 
Muslim Digo and Duruma, and the predominantly Christian 
upcountry population. 

The Kamba - some of whose ancestors settled at the Coast 
from pre-coloniat times - are found mostly in the Shimba Hills 
area of Kwale where they are mainly engaged in fanning activi-
ties; but many are increasingly moving to the Ukunda area due 
to the employment opportunities in the beach hotel industry.  
The Kikuyu are more scattered; but many are business people 
and some own land in Ukunda, Kwale town, Mkongani and 
Likoni. The Luo are concentrated in the quarries and stone cut-
ting industries, living in informal settlements, with little busi-
ness or property ownership; a substantial proportion is also 
employed on the island of Mombasa. 

Precisely because of the long distances that many of the 
upcountry people have to traverse to their "homes" they have 
tended to be tong-term migrants at the Coast, with some be-
coming permanent settlers and, in time, legitimately regarding 
the Coast as home. Combined with the enterprising mind-set of 
a migrant worker, this is a migrant situation that encourages 
relatively high investment of labour and resources in the Likoni 
and Kwale areas by the upcountry workers. If these communi-
ties have been economically more successful than the local popu-
lation, therefore, it has partly been due to the dynamics of long-
term labour migration. 

In the context of Kenya's ethnocrafic and, especially under the 
presidency of Daniel Arap Moi, Chtistocenixic politics and eco-
nomics, the upcountry presence at the Coast, in general, and in 
the Likorii-Kwale area, in particular, has precipitated a growing 
local reaction along the dangerous axis of "we" (the insiders) 
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versus "them" (the outsiders). Though both sides of the axis are 
ethnically heterogeneous, the developing polity has been region-
ally and religiously dual - predominantly Muslim wap.ivaw (coastal 
people) versus predominantly Christian wabara (upcountry 
people), and this duality has remained unmediated by other po-
tentially neutralismg forces. Dual settings, like the one that pre-
vails at the Coast, can be potentially more volatile than more 
plural situations. 

The migrant condition and its resulting polity configuration in 
the Likoin-Kwale area notwithstanding, however, it is a flict that 
the local people have many genuine grievances. As members of 
the wider Muslim comnainity in Kenya, the locals have long felt 
politically marginalised, with no hope of getting any closer to 
the centre of political power. They have continued to serve as 
pawns rather than as players in other people's political calcula-
tions. By early November interviewees in Likoni-Kwale were 
already echoing the sentiments of the Muslim Consultative Coun-
cil about the lack of Muslim representation in the Electoral Com-
mission as a clear reflection of domination by a "Christian fra-
ternity" beyond the boundaries of political parties. Indeed, the 
entire constitutional reform movement is seen as an exercise 
intended to cater to 'their' interests to the exdusion of 'ours'. 

As part of these sectarian concerns within the local context has 
been the question of the Office of the District Commissioner 
which has not been filled by "one of our own" - a Digo, a Mus-
lim .- by someone who is sufficiently sensitised to the local cul 
ture and local sensibiiities. Partly because the local administrative 
control is in the hands of upcountry people, there has been an 
easy mushrooming of bars and night-clubs with a culture of their 
own that is seen to be in total conflict with the religious predispo-
sition of the local people. As one interviewee aptly put it symboli-
cally, "r,iaboom-box sasayashindana tar miadlini" (the loud music 
from the bars is now in stiff competition with the Islamic call to 
prayers). There were repeated claims that the predominantly 
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upcountry police personnel is not even sensitive enough to lift 
the ongoing but undeclared night curfew during the holy month 
of Ramadhan when many Muslims tend to socialise outside thetr 
homes until late into the night There is, then, a serious conflict 
of cultures precipitatedin part by aculturaUy inserisitive adminis-
iration from the ranks of upcountry Kenyans. 

But more important than symbolic ges1es like ministerial or 
administrative posts is the general well being of the local popu-
lation and their offspring. The feeling abounds that the new 
multi-party Kenya has not meant a '9cindet, gentler" Kenya for 
the local people of Likoni-Kwale and the Coast; that the Coastal 
people have not been trcated fairly when they have applied for 
business licences, for jobs, or in the provision of educational 
and health facilities. How true, then, are these claims of dis-
crimination in the political and socio-economic arenas? 

Our investigations revealed that many are, in fact, quite genuine. 
Out of a random sample of 100 small-scale and large-scale busi-
riesscs registered with the Kwale District Office, for example, 
over 80% belong to non-locals (including Asian, European and 
upcountry individuals or companies). 6  Almost invariably, the rela-
tively big businesses are in the hands of non-locals, from Ken-
rieth Matiba to the late Mobutu Sese Seko. A great anomaly has 
thus developed in the commercial and business sector where 
over eighty percent of the population controls less than twenty 
percent of the industry, and, in big business, virtually none of it 
And there is mtich anger that little, if any of the wealth gener -
ated by the lucrative tourist industry in the area is ever rein-
vested in the Likoni-Kwale disttict to uplift the welfare and socio-
economic conditions of the local population. 

Land distribution has been equally at issue. Much of the land in 
Likoni-Kwale is still designated as government, unregistered or 

'Information procured from the Kwale District Land Office during the month 
of Octobex 1997. 
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trust land. Less than ten percent is categorised as freehold and 
registered. Land grabbrng, especially of beach land, is rampant 
and has sometimes been well covered in the newspapers. But 
the local population has seemingly lost control of land in other 
areas as well. According to the 1994-1996 Kwale District De-
velopment Plan (of the Ministry of Planning and National De-
velopment), for exarnple, the high in-migration into Likoiii-Kwalc 
from the upcountry is partly due to the pull of settlement schemes 
in the area. Like the Jomo Kenyatta (Mpeketoni) Settlement 
Scheme in Lamu District, a large number of land allottees in the 
Diani Complex, Diarn Settlement Scheme, Shimoni Settlement 
Scheme, and Matuga Settlement Scheme are, in fact, non-locals 

even when, through strategic manipulation by the Chiefs, a 
good number of the names that appear in the register are, in 
fact, local. 9  

Where up country people have privately owned land, many 
claimed to have bought their plots from local individuals on a 
willing-buyer-willing-seller basis; they could not, therefore, un- 
derstand the land complaints of the local people. In the words 
of Steven Mwaura, an upcountry resident of Likoni: ". chuki 

ilio/eo m wa/u wa bara waend.e kwao, na wame,ver,a kiiwega ,i'ianake 
wana bidle tl22k&nja hiwhara gao iima,ika wanannnua el/u gao, 
wanajen,ga ma,yunxba gao, na wa/re wale aide ndio wenjie kuwaugia 

Sara waufik.a kiwangiya /rawaawbia rijernayao .ra.ca ?wunaona 
wwmeryangla?9wa kila kiiu,saajiieteeni hawa wa/u rea/acbukua ardbi 
yenu. .. ncr kurabe wao ndio wameja" ( ... the prevailing animosity 
is that the upcountry people should return to their home-re- 
gions, when in fact they owe their success to sheer hard work. 
When their business enterprises flourish, they buy their assets, 
they build their houscs, and It is the same people - of the coast 
- who sell them the plots. Now they are telling their young ones 
'Can't you see, you are being dispossessed of everything; so you 
better fight for your rights, otherwise these people will grab your 

We wish to thank Mwauma Saidi, a social worker to Kwale fOr some of this 

information. 
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land... 'when in fact they are the ones who sold (th&plots) off). 

There is, no doubt, a good deal of evidence of willing land tram-
fers from iocal to upcountry hands. But our interviews with a 
few of the original land owners indicate that their decision to 
sell theft pieces of land was based less on economic calculation 
than on sheer economic desperation. And the question has ansen 
whether this situation cannot, in fact, be likened, though to a 
lesser degree, to Palestine where well-to-do Jewish buyers took 
advantage of poor Palestinians in severe economic hardship to 
eventually replace them from their own land. 

Significant disparities can also be seen in the employment sector 
although no comprehensivc statistics are yet available. But an 
admittedly unreliable (quasi-random) sample of 203 locals and 
113 upcountry people residing in Kwale, for example, revealed 
an unemployment rate of 39% for the former and 15% for the 
latter, a difference that is more than double. This is partly ex-
plained by the tendency of the upcountry business owners to 
recruit their own ethnic compatriots for most of the job oppor-
tunities. There is, therefore, a seemingly inverse ethnic equation 
between business ownership and the rate of unemployment to 
the great disadvantage of the local population. 

Local unemployment is high, however, not only because the Digo 
and Duruma in the region do not control job opportunities, but 
also because of alleged upcountry attitudes towards local labout 
Many local interviewees complained that their upcountry com-
patriots held rather negative opinions of them, regarding them 
as lazy and undisciplined and, therefore, undeserving of the eco-
nomic opportunities existing in their own region. Asked why he 
had not employed any local people in his farm, for example, one 
businessman, who requested anonymity; responded; "Let us face 
it, these people are generally not active. As labourers, they are 
very slow and lazy in many cases. Even if such people were 
employed at the port as they are asking, would they be able to 
handle the work the way the upcountry tribes are handling it? I 
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doubt it!" The Digo ethic towards work was, of course, not easy 
for us to establish in a limited study of this nature. But there is a 
general feeling that just as the European invaders of our conti-
flelit Once accused Africans m %oo of laziness and lethargy as a 
way of legitimising their politico-economic domination, many 
upcountry people now invoke similar stereotypes of locals for 
similat (internal) colonial ends. The upcountry attitude towards 
Coastal people, in other words, is seen as part of a wider ideo-
logical agenda of domination, unconscious as it may be to some. 

Problems also abound in the provision of social services. The 
average population per health facility .- i.e. hospitals, health cen-
tres, dispensaries etc. - is approximately 12,000 persons, and 
there are aproxiniately 72 beds per 100,000 persons. These are 
ratios which are way below the national average and which, no 
doubt, contribute to the low health standards in the area. To 
many, the Octobet-November rains demonstrated setious sani-
tation problems as well as the relative frai1ity of the average 
Digo home in comparison to what is perceived to be the home 
of the average upcountry person in the area. As one of our I uo 
contacts gave usa tour of the predominantly upcountry residen-
tial area of Shonda he pointed out to the stone houses and re- 
marked; HIi ndiyo iiaendeIeo tufkzava tmciletea valu ya h4'a; hikni 

wao hawataki 1Jae,2defro" (This is the kind of development we 
were introducing to the people of this area; but they obviously 
do not want any development). But is it, in fact, a naende/eo which 
the local people have yet to learn to appreciate, or one that is 
systemically designed to exclude them? 

When we look at educational institutions, we continue to find 
an equally unsettling pie tare of underdeveloprnent. Most pri-
mary schools lack essential facilities, especially for the teaching 
of practical subjects: Over 90% of the schools, for example, do 
not have workshops and home science rooms. In many of the 
schools students have to sit on the floor due to lack of desks. 
Over 30% of the teachers are untrained, and in some of the 
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schools we visited virtually the entire adininistraiive and teach-
ing staff is from the upcountry which, though well-meaning, 
lacks the cultural skills and background to effectively guide Digo 
and Duruma studetits through the educational process. These 
serious inadequacies in schools have partly contributed to a very 
high dropout tate as much as 72% for boys and nearly 80% for 
girls. 

The larger part of the area also lacks adq0ate provisions of any 
source of safe drinking water, resulting itt the heavy overutilisation 
of existing watet facilities There is a high incidence of 
hospitalisation resulting from anaemia and malnutrition. The 
infant mortality rate is one of the very highest in the country - 
(139/1000, in contrast to the national rate of 74/1000)b0  How 
responsive to their socio-econon-iic plight, the locals ask, is the 
upcountry-dominated administration? 

There is, in addition, the problem of iocalised despotism. Des-
potism is not a phenomenon of central governance alone Local 
authorities too replicate the coercive and tyrannical practices of 
the centre. In the I iikoni-Kwale area, there are recurrent com-
plaints about the despotic rule of the District and Divisional 
officers, of Chiefs and sub-chiefs. The latter, though recruited 
from the ranks of the local people, are seen as mete functionar-
ies of an oppressive regime in the service of upcountry interests. 
Grievances against a number of the chiefs and sub-chiefs in the 
area relate not only to their dictatorial and repressive leadership, 
but also to their seeming collusion with upcountry folk to dis-
possess the locals of their land and other economic opportuni- - 
ties. 

It is this conjuncture of the factors described above that has led 
to an unusually high ethno-nationahst conSciousness in the area 
that has sometimes been expressed in the desire for a t'faji,ffbo 

(or federal) structure, the desire for the Digo and the coastal 

°iinistry of Planning and National Development, Kwale Disizict Soiti-&vnamic 

Psfifr, 191O. 
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people in general to have control over their own socioeconomic 
destiny. The feelings are very real and very strong. Yet, until very 
recently, they continued to be denied an institutional framework 
for their political expression and release as one after another 
coast-based political party was denied registration for the fitinsi-
est and even ridiculous reasons. 

Back in 1992 a significant section of the Digo population of 
Likoni-KwaJe looked up to the newly formed National Demo-
cratic Union (NADU) for their liberation from "internal cob-
nialisin." Founded by its Secretary General, All Chirotido, NADU 
had a constitution with a prominent article advocating rilajiffibo. 

But, in a letter from the Assistant Registrar of Societies dated 
August 19, 1992, NADU was denied registration because it ap-
peared "to the Registrar that the interests of peace welfare and 
good order in Kenya would be likely to suffer prejudice by rea-
sons of your registration as a society" But who is to say whether, 
in fact, in view of what transpired in Likoni-Kwale between 
August and November 1997, it was not the denial of NADU's 
registration by the KANU government that prejudiced the in-
terests of peace and good order in the area? Without NADU, 
the local people were perhaps denied an important avenue for 
expressing their genuine concerns and grievances. Without 
NADU, perhaps pent-up anger and fruitralion built upto a point 
where it was ripe for a major explosion with a minimum of po-
litical spark. Let us now hope that the November 1997 launch-
ing of the new m jibcisz party, the S}ritikislao Party of Kenya, 
will herald a new era in political pluralism for the people of the 
Coast. 

Whatever the case, these local circumstances constitute an m-
dispensable background, which must be taken into account as 
we seek to conspreb.ertd the Likoni.Kwale tragedy. 
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Anatomy of the Violence 

T

he full truth and the specific details of what actually tran 

mp 
n

ired in Ljkoni-Kwalc, and how it came to so transpire, 
ay remain clouded for quite a while to come. The situ-

ation is still tense, the security wanting, and as a result few are 
willing to provide sufficient informathn that can enable one to 
construct a more or less complete and comprehensive picture 
of the three months' long orgy of violence in the area. Nonethe-
less, the Kenya Human Rights Commission was able to gather a 
sufficiently large body of reliable information from a wide cross-
section of individuals to allow for a reasonably authoritative rep-
resentation of some of the important dimensions of the tragedy. 

The Prelude 
By all indications, preparation for the Likoni-Kwale raids may 
have started as early as May 1997. Several upcountry people re-
member threats from local mdividuals going back two to three 
months before the August 13 attack; but precisely because the 
threats came from people they knew - neighbours, customers, 
colleagues at work etc - most did not take them senously. One 
Luo resident of •Msambweni, for example, remembered being 
pre-wamed that "sefa,i lii r,xtakwenrLe k.up(gia kara Mko bziko 
Iewenu"  (This tin-se you will go and vote in your own home-ar-
eas). Members of a Kisii family who were just completing the 
construction of their house in the Maweni area of 1 ikoni in 
early June remember being taunted by a small group of local 
youths who told them, "mnqtotqa wakati napesa renu burs, na 
tyrsmba ,#4,iwacha hta bapd' (You are wasting your time and 
money for nothing, as you will end up leaving the house right 
hete). These and other kinds of scary forewarnings of an im-
pending attack were recalled by several upcountry as well as lo-
cal interviewees. 
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More revealing, perhaps, are the letters of Mt R. K. Pradhan 
(popularly known asJinimy), owner of a commercial farm in the 
Kiteji-Ziwani area of Ng'ombeni location of Kwale district com-
plaining about the security situation around his farm. His first 
letter, to the chief of the location is dated May 15, 1997 and 
complains of a problem "with the youth with bows and arrows 
running around with a pack of dogs under the pretence of hunt-
ing which is illegaL" In another letter to the OCPE) of the 
Likoni Police Station, copied to the PCIO Mombasa, OCPD 
Diani, DO Matuga, DC Kwalc, and the PC Coast Province, and 
dated August 4, 1997 Mn Pradhan refers to his earlier corre-
spondences on the "very dangerous security situation prevailing 
in the area."1 ' He specifically referred to gangs of "15-20 men 
who have made a base at one boundary of my farm lying on the 
Mombasa-Kwale boundary. These men are armed with guns and 
other weapons ... They gather there every Friday and terrorisc 
the area over the weekend." In spite of these repeated reports, 
we understand there was not even a single attempt, by the police 
or the local administration, to investigate Mr. Pradhan's claims. 

Evidence from one of the security intelligence officers (510) we 
interviewed concurs with the information provided by Mr. 
Pradhan. According to the SlO "At one of our security meet-
mgs a matter was raised concerning reports from an Asian named 
Jimmy who had indicated that there were movements of troops 
and sounds of gun-shots at night near his farm house and water 
well at the Kaya Bombo area. There were suggestions that a 
contingent of armed police be sent to the Asian's farm to keep 
vigil and report back. This was well before the 13th. August 
attack at the Likoni Police Station." But, according to the intel-
ligence officer, no action was ever taken, and his boss merely 
said that the matter would be reconsidered later. The officer 
learnt later - and confirmed by our own subsequent visit - that 
Jimmy's farmhouse was invaded and destroyed by the raiders a 
few days after the attacks began. 
uCopies of the letters are in the files of the Kenya Human Rights Commission, 
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August 13, 1997. Maoud is said to have informed them that 
they were being recruited for military service; he then asked 
them to take no more than a couple of items of clothing as they 
proceeded for training, and gave them KShs. 300 each.. They 
were then ferried in a white Nissan to Shimba Hills where they 
met a large and ethnically mixed congregation. Among them, 
our informants later came to learn, were Swahili-speaking I-lutu 
refugees from Rwanda and a few Ugandaiis who, with others, 
served as their military trainers. They also learnt that several of 
the non-coastal members of the force came from another mili-
tary unit based in Masai-Mara. Much of the training,the defec-
tors said, centred on physical exercise and hand-to-hand coin-
bat, but only a minority received training in handling guns. Over-
all, the military part of the training sounded rudimentary. 

It was during this period of training that an Asian looking gentle-
man, who upon enquiring from their colleagues the two recruits 
were allegedly informed was the Honaurable Mr Rashid Sajjad, 
visited the camp to confer with those in-charge. A few days later 
another gentleman whom one of them claimed to have 
recognised as Mr. Emmanuel Karisa Maitha turned up, and from 
then on, small bands of about twenty, mamJy Digo combatants 
were taken to Kaya Bombo to take the kinu oath. One of the 
brothers fell terribly sick before the trip to Kaya Bombo and 
was, surprisingly, allowed to return home to Ukunda. 

The second brother proceeded to Kaya Bombo where he, with 
others, were informed by one of the commanders who identi-
fied himself simpiy as Athumani, that their mission was to intro-
duce majimbo in Kenya, to rid their land of upcountry people 
and, in the process, reclaim their resources which had been ex-
propriated by the settlers. They were assured that the govern-
ment was fully behind them because it too espoused the mqftmbo 

cause and because, in any case, the upcountry people were es-
sentially supporters of the opposition. Later they received the 
oath from a Mt Ngome; but there are ciaims that other elders 
too, like Mzee Salehe, Mzee Juma and Mace Rashidi, were ad-
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ministering the kinu oath to the recruits. 

The third defector, from Mweza village of Likoni, is a high-
school dropout who had worked at the Kilindini port as a casual 
labourer for two years. He was informcd about the recruitment 
exercise by a friend of his, Au, barely a month before the attacks 
were launched. Ali told hini that if he was interested he would 
take him to somebody who had earlier provided Ali's brother a 
job with the "force." A few days later Ali took him to "htyu hzyu 

mkubwa wetu, Bwana Masoue! Mniahinar" (this leader of ours, Mr. 
Masoud Mwahii-ria), sometimes pronouncing the last name as 
Mwaluma. After some conversation, Mwahima and the poten-
tial recruit proceeded to a Mr. Mwabora who gave him more 
details about the nature of the training he was expected to un-
dergo as part of the security arrangement for Mee (meaning the 
President) during the forthcoming General Elections. Thereaf-
ter Mwabora gave him KShs. 500, and a couple of days later 
Mwabora drove him in a pick-up to some place near Kaya Bombo 
forest where he found over a hundred people engaged in rigor-
ous exercIses. Mwabora introduced him to the "commander" 
and then left in his pick-up. 

Though primarily based in Kaya Bombo, the recruit indicated 
that the trainees were moved from forest to forest, especially 
during the night. They were given a particularly intensive 
familiarisation tour of Kara Waa and Similani caves. Their main 
means of transport during this period were two large trucks. 
The recruit also revealed that when he joined the group food 
used to be brought in a Toyota pick-up and a Nissan van, usually 
late in the evening and at dawn. 

At the training camp the recruit realised that there were other 
trainers and trainees who were non-Digo, but he was unable to 
determine their ethnic backgrounds because they were known 
only by numbers and the language of communication was 
"strictly" Kiswáhuli. Everybody is said to have been under in-
sti-uction not to disclose his identity. Unlike the infbrmation we 
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received from the other two defectors, and from other sources, 
this recruit claimed that there were no incidents of individual 
oathing there was only one ceremony of collective osthiug ad-
ministered by two people brought in a pick-up. 

The recruit recollected that about three weeks after his recruit-
merit two people he was led to believe were Mr. Emmanuel Karisa 
Maitha and Mr. Omar Masumbuko, accompanied by Mt Masoud 
Mwabima and Mwabora, visited the camp at about 9.00 pin to 
address them. The mabi&ci (or bosses), as he referred to them, 
assured the recruits that Mye was very pleased with the progress 
at the training camp and that each one of them will be rewarded 
generously after the polls Later that same night, another gentic-
man who, he understood, was Mr. Rashid Sajjad arrived in a 
Pajero or Trooper (he was not sure of the difference between 
the two). This late arrival did not address the recruits, but con-
ferred privately with the other four visitors- There are also more 
indirect accounts that implicate Mr. Hisham Mwidau in the vio-
lence in spite of the fact that he was arrested for interrogation 
during the first week of the violence and released a day later. 

With regard to armaments, the recruit reported that he already 

found panxa.c,  bows, arrows and some guns by the time of his 
hrst arrival at Kaya Bombo. However, there was an evening when 
Mwabora, accompanied by two Somali men with long unkempt 
hair delivered some guns at night. According to the evidence of 
one of the intelligence police officers, one of the main suppliers 
of guns to the raiders, allegedly through Mt Suleiman Shakombo 
and Mr. Rarna Salim Hauiusi, was a certain Mulianunad Hassan. 
flassan, a Somali refugee in Kenya, supposedly "escaped" from 
the Utange Refugee Camp a couple of years ago, and has been 
staying in Likoni and at times in Tononoka, from where he has 
been operating his gun-running business. 

On the evening of August 13, one of the trucks that transported 
them from forest to forest caine to Kaya Bombo. The "com- 
mander," who spoke "bad Kiswahili," asked most of them to 
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put on some black robes as they would make them even less 
conspicuous at night and board the awaiting truck, while the 
recruit and others were instructed to remain behind and guard 
the camp. Later that night the truck returned with his colicagucs 
and it was then that he learnt about the Likoni attack. The com-
manding officer then informed them of a change of strategy, 
that they were now going to operate as a "mobile unit" as the 
police would be hunting for them, and that they were to remain 
in the forest areas during the daytime and attack, as instructed, 
specified targets by night. It was during one of these bloody 
nights that the recruit took the opportunity to escape from the 
force and, for a brief while, sought refuge in a mosque. 

One of our sources claimed that there were a good number of 
Digo ex-servicenien in the force who, of course, were well-versed 
in matters of military combat. (Dissatisfaction with the trend of 
promotions within the armed forces that supposedly favoured 
upcountry over coastal people was repeatedly cited as the main 
reason for early retirement from service by officers from the 
coast. As a result, their ranks within the Digo civilian commu-
nity have been increasing gradually, especially since the short-
lived coup of 1982. As a demonstration of their regional griev-
ances, it is claimed that Digo members of the armed forces con-
stituted the highest proportion of coastal servicemen indicted 
for participation in the coup). It is these ex-servicemen who 
were apparently central in providing training to new recruits, 
even though they themselves were said to have undergone addi-
ttonal training in guerrilla war strategies. 

By the end of July 1997, word had silently spread as far south as 
Lunga-Lunga and as far north as Vipingo and beyond, that oaths 
were being administered for a coastal mayimbo cause. As a result, a 
number of young Mijikenda people outside the Likoni-Kwale area 
took interest in the movement and sought to be conscripted into 
it. One of our interviewees, a Mchoiiyi residing in KolTigowea, for 
example, managed to find his way to Mace Juniaa in Msambweni, 
where he took the oath after being charged KShs. 3,000 suppos- 
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edly to supp Ott the cause. The young man was then asked to 

return home and await further instructions which, by the end of 
September 1997 when we interviewed him, had not been received. 

According to the original plan, the attack was reportedly to be-
gin at about the end of August. But, first, many of the recruits 

were getting rather impatient and some even nervous about the 

security situation; and, later, unexpected wotd came from the 
1,ganga, the seers, urging "immediate" action. This was a day or 

so before the first attack on Likoni. The August 13 arrest and 
detention, at the Likoni Police Station, of an ex-naval officer 

who, reportedly unknowi at that tmc, was a trainer in the raid-
ing force, is also said to have contributed to the pre-rriature 

launching of the attacks. 

The Attacks 
On the evening of August 13, 1997, a large contingent of what 
would turn out to be the raiders was seen being transported to 
the Kwale area in a lorry in the accompaniment of other ve-

hicles, among which were, according to different accounts, one 
or more Pajeros, a Land Rover and a Nissan sedan. None of the 

eyewitnesses could remember the full plate numbers of the cars, 
and some insisted that some of the cars did not even have num-

ber-plates on them. The little that could be recollected by a few 
of the Witnesses, and this with some uncertainty, included 

•a yellowish truck with registration number KXY 52? 

• a pick-up with registration number KAE 3?? 

• a Nissan with registration number KAC 7?? 

• a Trooper that was seen in the area several times before 

and during the violence and which was identified by a 
traffic police officer as belonging to the Hon. Rashid Sajjad 

With regard to one Nissan niatatu, it was recognised by three 
unassociated witnesses as belonging to a certain Mr. Said Au 
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Kinungu alias Mwabora. Evidence from both the recruits and 
intelligence officers suggests that Mwabora may have been a 
key supplier of food and arms to the raiders while they were still 
in Kaya Bombo before the initial attack. Furthermore, the de-
scription provided of the driver of one of the Pajeros (if there 
were indeed more than one) seems to fit Mr. Omar Masujnbulro, 
the chairperson of the United Muslims of Africa. 

Mr. Masumbuko's mine kept featirrihg in many of our inter-
views, perhaps partly because of his political history. A very key 
and active Coast-based leader of the disbanded Youth for KANU 
'92, he founded the unregistered United Muslims of Africa 
(U.MA) in 1993 supposedly with the objective of protecting and 
promoting the interests of Muslims of African origin. But its 
actions soon betrayed its primary agenda as one of undermining 
the radical Islamic Party of Kenya (IPI() through direct physical 
attack of its supporters and through a divisive racial propaganda 
- pitting the African-led (but actually KANU-led) UMA with 
the allegedly Arab dominated IPK. Its armed assault on irino-
cent citizens on the island of Moinbasa is believed to have taken 
place with the open complicity of the police. The general view 
in Likoni-Kwale, then, is that Masumbuko is at It once again, 
though the reasons and circumstances may be different. 

The day to day happenings, beginning with the Likont raid of 
the night of August 13, 1997, are well covered by the print me- 
dia - especially the Daiy Nation and the East African Standard- 

and need not be repeated here. But there are a number of issues 
and auestions that remain unexplored. One of these has to do 
with the composition of the small bands of raiders - figures 
quoted ranged from five to hundreds. Many eyewitness accounts 
of the first few days of the raids alluded to the presence of a 
small proportion of non-Digos on the evidence of their physical 
appearance and their seemingly "broken" and non-coastal Xi- 
swahili. In a number of cases, these supposed non-Coastals were 
said to have been in command and, invariably, wielding guns. 
Descriptions of raiders in attacks that took place later, in Ukunda 
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and other places, lacked this non-coastal dimension. If it is true 
that there were lion-coastal people in the carliet phase what hap-
pened to them in later phases? Were they simply withdrawn and 
if so, why? Did their withdrawal have anything to do with the 
whisde blown by many Kenyans that some KANU hawks were 
involved in organising the violence? 

Secondly, according to several of the accounts we received, the 
initial phase seemed relatively more co-ord]nated and the raid-
ers more disciplined than was the case with latet phases. mci-
dents of looting by the raiders, for example, were said to have 
been minimal and usually discouraged by their 'leaders" at the 
early stage of the violence. To what extent did the seeming re-
duction in co-ordination and discipline in the later phases, coin-
cide with the probable withdrawal of non-coastal sections of 
the forces? Reports of raider robbery and looting, from food to 
money, were legion for the period beginning early September: 
Had the raiders' source of supply been cut off by this time, re-
quiring theirs to be more self-reliant? 

Thirdly, there were mixed descriptions of the attire of the raid-
ers. There were those who were bare-chested and had on only 
ktrp tunic (short pants) and red headband a Some wore short, black 
or dark blue kaniki kanis (cotton dresses) - colours usually 
associated with spirits and exorcism among the Mijikenda - with 
some of them allegedly having crescent and star symbols drawn 
on them Others "na4kuwa wamizialia /iinja.cd' (they were dressed 
Nyasa-style) by which we understood to mean shabbily dressed. 
But, in general, there was proportionately greater mention of 
raiders dressed "kijeshi" (army-style) and tailid' (police-style) 
in the descriptions of the earlier phase than of later phases of 
the attacks. This disparity once again begs the question: Did the 
slight shift in the combination of attires have anything to do 
with the possible departure of non-local perpetrators of the vio-
lence? 

Throughout the entire period of the violence, however, from 
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Likoni to Diani, there were descriptions of raiders who masked 
then faces in some way or another, The prevailing view is that 
these masked raiders were Digos from the particular sub-loca-
tions under invasion who feared recognition by the local resi-
dents. Even though none of the witnesses claimed to have 
recognised any of the raiders, there were constant reports that 
some of the assailants knew so well the geography of the shops, 
clubs, bars and some of the houses they ambushed that they 
could not have resided in sub-locations other than the ones un-
der attack. 

Much has been said about the weapons used by the raiders, rang-
ing from rudimentary arms like clubs, pangas, axes, bows and 
arrows to more sophisticated items like rifles and machine-guns. 
But government statements have always created the impression 
that the guns in the possession of the raiders were the ones 
stolen from the Likoni Police Station on August 13, and that 
once these were retrieved there would be no more gun-fire. Two 
of the three police officers from the Kwale District, however, 
were certain that the raiders' arsenal included more Russian-made 
guns than the types usually used by the Kenyan police force. If 
this information is true, what was the source of the Russian-
made guns? Was there a Somali connection, as suggested earlier, 
or were the gulis brought in from elsewhere? And whatever the 
case, how is it that we do not hear of the retrieval of these other 
types of guns? Like the non-coastal participants, did the Rus-
sian-made guns also disappear at some stage of the tragic and 
bloody game? 

As for the victims of the raiders, the emphasis has so far been 
on upcountry people. But there also seems to have been some 
su1-rixqjimbo and religious considerations. For example, when the 
raiders invaded an Ukunda company, Tudor Tyres and Batteries 
Ltd., they asked the owner how many workers he had and what 
their ethnic affiliation was. 

Nikas'aambia ninao wawili, timioja Me*go na mw€ng:nr Mgiriatrni. 
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Wiliwahi kuijiulia /thma Ieulik#wa na tiibara jgole pale. 
Nikawaea kuwa hakuna. Sasa wakwaub.a wale ,isa.cwali. Kama 
juk Mtlio  walim,iulia kabihijako ni kabila gaii Aka,,jwe/ea 
kama in Mdlgo, isa a/eawahi kuuwongeletha KIds,ge, isa hawakenpga. 
Na huy.i mwingia'e waliaruulia kas'xa ni kabi/agani. Akamwe/ea 
,iu,#uj niMgisama wa kuioAia Chonji Ndijo wa/itga wa/eamkala 
se/sewn ja ndotrn kabisa. Ndyo iukcienda bospitali patsioja 
liekashonwa. 

I told them I had two, one Digo and the other a Giriama. 
They also asked mc if there was any upcountry person work-
ing there. I told them there wasn't. Then they proceeded to 
interrogate them. For example, they asked the Digo what his 
ethnicity was. S And he responded that he was a Digo; they 
even spoke to him in Digo language, and they did not harm 
him. They then inquired about the ethnicity of the other one. 
And he said he was a Giriama from Chonyi. Then they heat 
him and tore his lip completely. That's when we both rushed 
to hospital and got stitched. 

There are other, perhaps less revealing reports of this kind of 
Digo smb-mqjmboiw or ethno-nationahsm. 

The religious focus is partly evident in the targeting of bats and 
nightclubs, seemingly hubs of un-Islamic cultural practices, and 
perhaps in the burning of some churches. If it is true that the 
police found eleven shirts of the raiders with the words "There 
isno god but Allah" inscribed on them in Arabic' 2  or that some 
of the dresses of the raiders featured star and crescent draw-
ings,'3  that is further evidence of an Islamic consciousness. In 
addition, however, there were some reports of the raiders dis-
criminating between Muslims and non-Muslims in some of theit 
attacks. For example, one eyewitness who was hiding behind 
the counters of a family business, and who requested anonym-
ity; narrated how the raiders broke the door to the basement and 

Si,,sdaml, Novembec 3, 1997. 

`DaiEy Naiiin, Novembee 3, 1997. 
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discovered his father and elder brother hiding therein. 

INTERVIEWER: What did they do to your elder brother and your 
father when they found them? 

INTERVIEWEE: They ordered them to lie down and, as they were 
doing so, one of them shouted, "Kill themi" The other 
intervened saying "Leave them. They seem to be Muslims." 
So they were made to proclaim the shahada (the Islamic 
testtmony that there is no God but Allah and that Muhammad 
is His messenger). 

INTERVIEWER: Which they did? 

iNTERVIEWEE: They did, yes. And maybe for that reason they 
were spared. Otherwise, they could have been cut to pieces. 

Such incidents with an Islamic dimension to them seem to have 
been particularly prevalent in the Diani-Ukunda area where, in 
the early part of 1997, there was a major confrontation between 
the local people and the police over the fate of a Diani mosque, 
MasjidJibaad, which was threatened with demolition by a hotelier 
who had reportedly purchased the land from the government. 

Then there is the issue of the many people who lost their lives as 
a direct result of the violence. Marty of the media reports on the 
LikoriiKwaie tragedy have tended to concentrate on the quan-
tity of the dead victims to the exclusion of the manner of their 
demise. One eyewitness after another described the horror and 
mercilessness of the attacks, the mechanical brutality of the at-
tackers and their seemingly "vengeful cruelty" The hospital 
record seems to confirm these eyewitness accounts. For the 
majority of victims the cause of death i5 described in terms of 
"multiples": multiple injuries, multiple stabs, multiple fractures, 
multiple head wounds, multiple cuts, multiple gunshot wounds, 
and so forth. The raiders seem to have wanted to mann in the 
very process of murdering People who have lived with the Digo 
in the past and have had the opportunity to learn about their 

"gentle ways" find it difficult to believe that they could be  ca- 
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pable of the kind of cruelty manifested in the attacks against 
upcountry people since mid-August. 

There has also been a gross underestimation of the number of 
the dead, with most media sources placing it in the seventies. In 
our own estimation, however, the dead number well above one 
hundred. The records of the Coast General Hospital, Mombasa, 
alone provide a figure of over ninety dead victims of the vio-
lence by the end of October 1997, with some additional ones 
listed simply as unidentified. More people have, of course, died 
since then. Several of the dead were also taken to Pandya Hospi-
tai (Mombasa) and, like Aloice Juma and Kennedy Odongo, to 
the Msambweni District Hospital (Kwale), the other two health 
units with mortuary facilities in close proximity to the affected 
area. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in gaining access to the 
records of the two latter hospitals. 

In addition, we are aware of several dead people among Digo 
and non-Digo civilians with Islamic affiliations who never made 
it to any hospital or mortuary at all due to Muslim antipathy 
towards post-mortem operations. These include, for example, 
Abdalla Haliba, a native of Kakamega and the husband of 
Zainabu Haliba., who was murdered in Mtongwe; Daudi, son of 
Mwanajuma Kikopa and Jumazti Malau of Tiwi,, who was alleg-
edly killed by the GSU on August 21; Salim Mohamed Bwaya of 
Ukunda who was killed on September 11, and othets. This is 
not to mention several people who are still allegedly missing, 
with relatives left wondering whether they have been arrested, 
killed, or joined the raiding gangs. 

If there is any single upcountry ethnic group that seems to have 
suffered the most in terms of the relative loss of lives through-
out this tragedy, it is perhaps the Lun community of Likoni-
Kwale. Out of approximately every two upcountry people killed, 
one was probably a Luo. This seemingly disproportionate num-
ber of the Luo dead can perhaps be atttibuted to one or a com-
bination of the following factors: 
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Demographic: In most of the areas that came under  attack, 
the Luo constitute the largest percentage of upcountry 
ethnicbased cominunitlea Though the Kamba oulnuniber 
the Luo by a large margin in Kwale, the majority of Kamba 
people are concentrated in the Shimba Hills, an area which 
was generally spared the attacks. 

Political: For those who believe that the attacks were 
intended to attenuatc the opposition base in Likoni-Kwale, 
it would make sense that Luos would become a specially 
targeted group, for it is their numerical strength more than 
that of any other upcountry community that allowed Ford-
Kenya to win the Likoni parliamentary seat in the 1992 
general elections. 

Cultural: The coastal people seem to sense a greater (overt or 
covert) dash of cultures with members of the Luo 
community than with any other section of the upcduntry 
population. In the event of etimo-cultural "cleansiri" at 
the coast, therefore, Luos are likely to be among the first 
targets. 

Which of the above factors is likely to have been more central 
than the others -will, of course, depend on the final determina-
tion of the exact causes of the violence. 

In the entire list of the dead at the Coast General Hospital, Mom-
basa, only one, Suleinian Mwinyi Hamisi, a 23-year-old male from 
the Likoni-Kwale area, was identified as a raider by the end of 
October 1997. The rest were either police officers or ordinary 
civilians. The hospital register, however, provides Hamisi's cause 
of death as "arrow to chest" How was this possible? Were the 
government security forces also using bows and arrows in their 
combat with the raiders? Or had the raiders turned on each other 
with their bows and arrows? Questions on the dead of Likoni-
Kwale and the circumstances of their death continue to linger. 

Media and other reports have also tended to ignore incidents of 
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rape perpetrated by the raiders, especially in the later phases of 
their attacks. According to Phoebe Namans, an ex-primary 
schoolteacher, "There is an old woman who remained in the 
house alone with her grandchildren because after everybody else 
had fled she had no place to go. Those people (the raiders) came 
around. They asked her whether she knew them. She said she 
did not 'Then you will know us!' they said, and proceeded to 
rape her twelve year old granddaughter in her presence. The old 
lady pleaded with them to rape her in place of her grandchild, 
but her pleadings fell on deaf ears." 

Mary Wangui, a twenty three year old resident of Ukunda re-
ports being taped on October 27 by two men who were part of 
a larger group of raiders. The same happened tojacinta Mwikaii, 
a 26-year-old employee of a bar in Likoni. On the night of No-
vember 2, 1997, Jacinta and three other women house-mates 
were ambushed by a gang of over forty people; 

• aubaa waäkuwa u'amevaa n,gwo ryewsi iza wam72azga uitambaa 
zythundu na nyeusi kuiba uso, na njekzindie hapo tiunoni 
lvakanizdiga kabikyagu, nikaserisa M/amba. ' W7akani,dza kasna 
nilzsth2a mane'wgarn, rnkqfibu siasilda manen yyote. lVakaniambia 

i mulambiwa zisuendi k.weme. Kwa hizyo Ja.ra 1unawao,ya tena na 
d.okalikoni baa kandz /euba'a jtan,dina&amq_yqwteowbqw  

bqjaondo/ea. Na walu wamlaymaygote kwa sababu wameshao'ywa. 
I(uudi hi/si /j%ama1jra n'atu wote wa bara na wanajua njiumba ifr 
ambazo gimesbaoiyzva. ' Hczhrfu auLiswa /eama tumethaona mama 
sytu wakiwa uchi kauza ciku walipotaliwa. Tukasensa bade htiiaan 
kwaui tutaonaje? Wleka:mzp,xbia /akuna anawea kutusaidia hata 

jeshi ha1iwei. . .Minei na wenzau.gu wose tu/eatolewa i.je tukaarixbiwa 
tuteusbee be/si zzatu mtuni. Tukapdekwa tupaka banyaMtonwe. 
Njiani tukachapwa ear thu kwa upande uric m'kak. Tzsbpofika 
bahazini n,guo ZeIn z/o3tasu1iwa, na kila ,mvanamke akaingiliwa na 
t.rjana iz'aiuj/j. Viazza a'a/ipoondoka wak ondoka eta zguo etu eta 
tu/eawachwa uchi kania si/eu ja ua1iwa. Tukaana kutembea 

polepole kwenj tzrvua njvingi tu/eitafutamsaada. 
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• . .who were dressed in black, had masked their faces with red 
and black strips, and tied red bands aroundtheir waists. They 
asked me of my ethnic identity; and I told them Kaxiba. They 
then asked me if I bad heard what was being said, and I said 
that I hadn't. Then they told me Weren't you toldto go back 
to your homes. So we are now warning you once again, and if 
you don't leave the Likoni area an even larger group tirlll come 
and kill whoever hasn't left And people should not blame 
anyone because you have already been warned. That group 
will eliminate all the upcountry people, and they know pre-
cisely which houses have received the warning.' Then we were 
asked if we had seen our mothers as naked as the day they 
were born. We said we hadn't, for how could we have done 
so? They then told us that no one could help us, even the 
army could not... Then I and all my partners were taken Out 
and asked to walk bare-feet through the forested area. We 
were taken all the way to the sea in Mtongwc On the way, we 
were constantly beaten with the flat side of their knives. When 
we arrived at the beach, our clothes were torn, and every one 
of us was raped by two youths. When they left, they departed 
with our clothes, and we were left behind as naked as the day 
we were born. We then started walking slowly in heavy rain 
seeking for some assistance. 

These and other more indirect accounts of the rape of women 
suggest that the crime was often coniniitted as another violent 
form of ethnic retaliation. 

Accompanying the murders and rape were the series of arson, 
wanton destruction of property; and acts of looting and plun-
der, from money to mabati (iron-sheets) from the roofs of houses 
belonging to up country people But there were also a few houses 
of local people which were burnt. Our investigations have re-
vealed that in both instances there were a few cases of individu-
als taking advantage of the state of confusion and terror to settle 
personal scores. To the ethno-political face of the tragedy, there-
fore, was added a personal dimension. 
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In addition to the Likoni-Kwale area, there were also attacks on 
upcountry pcople in various locations and sub-locations on the 

northern Coast of Mombasa between August 16 and 17. These 
attacks fizzled out as suddenly as they began. By all indication, 
they were uncoordinated and less determined in pursuing their 
objectives. The evidence suggests that these were spontaneous 
copycat responses to the Likoni-Kwaie bloodshed involving, in 
a few instances, people who had taken the oath. And when the 
Luo community in particular decided to take up arms in retali-
ation and self-defence, the attackers quickly ceased their offen-
sive. The burning of over four hundred Kamba curio kiosks in 
the toi of Malindi during this eatly period of the violence also 
belongs to this copycat phenomenon triggered by pre-existing 
ant-upcOuntry sentiments. 

As an additional instrument of intimidation and terror, leaflets 
were used and distributed recurrently in the affected area. Some 
of these were typewritten and photocopied, and some written in 
a crude handwriting.' 4  One of the earliest ones to be released 
and which was most widely circulated was supposedly produced 
by the Association of Pwani Peoples (APP), and called on all 
Coastal people, including 'Mdigo, M,ida,,,cs, Mribe, Mchoiyi, 
M/eambe, Mdur,,,rns, Mrabai, Mkaurna, Mjibana, Mtaita, Mjokorno, 
pal.voja na W/abajanI' to risc up and demand their rights by any 
means necessary. U7sk,ati um/ika," exhorted the leaflet which 
was entitled "Muamko Katika Pwani - Uprising in Coast", kau 
sis. sole W7apivani /ewungana kuk.omboapoxsni yell, /eutoka kwa ll7abara 
anile. Ttniaonaft,,sbo letu Iimava,,iiwu na walie wa bares heidiksifanya 
sIrs walu wapwani k.ukosa ha/a nep'iaci ra kary. Uchungui lumfrsnya 
na kuona asilimia 75%  najissi a kari imecbuthra sta antis wa hares 
hai vjana ire/u wengi hasrana kagi" (Ihe time has come for all of 
us coastal people to unite to liberate our coastal-land from all 
upcountry people. We see our province being invaded by 
upcountry people to a point where we now have no job oppor-
tunities. We have carried out some research and discovered that 

'Copies of the leaflets are in the tiles of the Kenya Human Rights Commission. 
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75% of the jobs have been taken by upcountry people while 
many of our own children remain unemployed). Our findings 
are that the leafleteering exercise was primarily the work of en 
thusiastic supporters of the seeming objective of the raiders, of 
bringing about an end to the seeming upcountry dominatton 
and control of the Likoni-Kwale area. These kinds of written 
and non-written messages have existed before and will probably 
continue to exist long after the three months' old violence in 
Likoni-K ale as long as there is no redress to the many griev-
ances of the people of the area. 

As a result of the widely-held view that Hon. Rashid Sajjad and 
other Asian businessmen were the financiers of the Likoni-Kwale 
violence, a counter-leaflet was released by MIotiboi il/a lVaflika 
(The African Liberator) and distributed mainly on the island of 
Moinbasa. The leaflet claimed that the central motive of the 
violence was to nun upcoming African entrepreneurs in the area, 
"especially the aggressive upcountry people who are a threat to 
theit economic and political survival." The leaflet then proceeded 
to warn the Asian community that "This trend cannot be al-
lowed to continue, and we warn that from now henceforth for 
every African killed we shall kill 10 Asians; for every African 
shop burnt, we shall burn one Asian factory and 10 godowns. 
We shall target Asian children in schools and colleges country-
wide." And for a brief whilc the Mombasa, Asiancommunity 
was panic-stricken, and some families even prevented their chil-
dren from attending schooL The leaflets thus continued to add 
to the fears and tensions itt the area with fresh threats of vio-
lence and counter-violence 

Response of the Security Forces 
If there was one factot that disturbed the people most, it was the 

response of the security forces to the tragedy in Likoni-Kwale. In 
fact, for many observers of the area the conduct of the police and 
the GSU throughout the period of their operation was one of the 
most convincing signs of state complicity in the violence. 
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To begin with, and as indicated in the prelude section of the 
attacks, there were some early and sometimes strong signals of 
what was coming. The letters from the businessman, Jimmy, to 
the Chiefs and bosses of police units in the area, and alleged 
reports made to the police about threats on lives of individuals, 
are part of those early warnings. Yet, out information indicates 
that the police invariably ignored these fore-warnings or played 
down their urgency. Were the police bosses privy to something 
to which they were now playing blind; were they accomplices in 
the crimes; or was their response merely evidence of an incom-
petent police force? 

Once the attacks began, eyewitness reports claim that it took 
hours for the security forces to arrive at the scenes of crime - 
often long after the raiders had committed their mayhem and 
departed. Indeed, we received numerous reports suggesting that 
the raiders committed these appalling atrocities and literally 
walked away with confidence and without any indication of fear 
of arrest or confrontation with government security units. When 
the raiders attacked the Kongowea area of Mombasa and the 
residents reported the matter to the Nyali Police Station, for 
example, they were allegedly chased away and told, '/aIe#na 
araidiii wowole miapata hapa Muernle mkae sza/euadi rnakun&' (You 
cannot get any assistance here. Just go and organise yourselves 
into groups). In the words of one eyewitness, the raiders 'wa4tiga 
Ca u'ateaua sin, wakachoma-thoma, wuk,aendaao polepole, hata 

iutiga XmehKe,ahi;yctukunapo/isi?Kwth kunaznakma hips?' 
(ambushed and killed us, burnt whatever was in sight, and de-
parted without any rush; and we asked ourselves Is there really 
a police force in this country of ours? Is there really any security 
here?'). For many victims of the attacks, the security forces com-
mitted an unforgivable act of betrayal against them. 

According to Father Lombardo of the Likoni Catholic Church, 
on the other hand, the police were always very co-operative, but 
lacked the necessary communication equipment to reipond ad-
equately and quickly euough to situations that demanded their 
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urgent intervention Apparently, in a number of caset, they had to 
rely on the telephone aci1ities of the Church. In the words of 
Father Lombardo, "The poliée is very badly equipped to react 
with any itninediacy to the needs that arise. They need wailcie-
talkies which are efficient. They say yes, they do have them but 
they don't work So that's the problem.. .If at the Likoni police 

station they have only one line which is always busy, you tell me 
how this information can reach them quickly?' But, according to 
many eyewitness accounts, the police displayed total complacency 
even after they had received relatively early reports of attacks. 

Another unanswered question has to do with the role of the 
navy and the army. Within a couple of days of the initial attack 
in Likoni, on August 15 specifically, the navy and the army were 
reported to have been enlisted to assist in the hunt for the raid-
ers. A day later, on August 16, the army and navy personnel 
were recalled. Numerous eyewitness accounts from civilians as 
well as police personnel, confirm these reports in spite of the 
Deputy PC Mr T4assan Haji's denial,hi  on August 19, that the 
navy and army were ever involved in combat against the raiders. 
The question then is why were the navy and army withdrawn? 

The popular explanation was that the army and navy had virtu-
ally cornered the raiders and were on the verge of bringing the 
violence to a rapid end. This explanation implies that those re-
sponsible for recalling the army and navy sections of the armed 
forces did not want or were not ready to end the arson and 
bloodshed in Likoni-Kwale for reasons that were political An 
alternative opinion offered by some members of the local ad-
ministration is that the army and navy personnel had no experi-
ence in dealing with civilians, and their strategies were already 
alienating the local population. So, in spite of the alleged brutal-

ity of the police and the GSU, the administration's claim is that 
innocent civilians would have suffered far greater harm had the 
navy and the army continued to participate in the operation. 

"Daily Nation, August 20, 1997. 
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The latter is a view that is disputed by the population around 
Mtongwe where the naval base is located, who claim a tradition-
ally cordial and co-operative relationship with, especially, the low 
ranking officers of the navy. 

Yet another mystery surrounding the security operation in the 
area was the September 8 reshuffling of senior police officers at 
the provincial and district levels in both Mombasa and Kwale 
districts. Again there are conflicting opinions about this govern-
ment action at a time of escalating violence in the area. One 
view, advocated by those who believe that KANU was involved 
in the orgarasation of the violence, holds that the then Provin-
cial Police Officer (PPO), Francis Gichuki, reportedly a fearless 
if tactless man, was making tremendous headway in serious put-
suit of the raiders and in discovering some of the high-level 
perpetrators of the violence. Upset by the massacre of his men 
in Likoni for dubious political reasons, then, Gichuki was sup-
posedly going to stop at nothing to unveil the ttuth. In fact, 
Gichuki is widely credited with what is regarded by some mem-
bers of the police force in Mombasa as a courageous decision to 
arrest both Maitha and Masunibuko contrary to insiruclions from 
above. His and his team's transfer to other parts of the country; 
then, was presumably designed to be a covet-up of the bloody 
plot against innocent Kenyans. 

A conflicting view is that Gichnki and his team were making little 
progress in arresting the raiders and that, in their operations, they 
were only succeeding in provoking the wrath of the very people 
they were supposed to protect The Muslim Council of Imams 
and Preachers of Mombasa, for example, were reported to have 
had a serious confrontation with Gichuki over claims that his 
force was targeting and torturing innocent people. Adherents of 
this particular view believe, therefore, that the transfers were well 
intended to bring order and efficiency in the police operations in 
Likoni-Kwaje. Whatever the case, precisely because the govern-
ment itself has attempted to offer no explanation to the sudden 
reshuffle, speculations are bound to continue. 
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Where police personnel did finally turn up at a scene of attack, 
they have been repeatedly accused of bypassing basic procedures 
of investigation A typical exampic, we came to learn, was that 
of Gcoige Onchara. A 22-year-old son of Alice and Thomas 
Onchara Onguti from Kisii and resident in the Shonda village 
of Kwale, George was attacked by raiders right in the compound 
of their home. One of the instruments used in his murder was a 
irati knife which one of the attackers inadvertently left behind 
probably in a rush to join his colleagues in ransacking the place. 
George's mother, Alice, was at home while this painful tragedy 
was befalling the family and had a good look at the raiders for 
the entire fifteen minutes or so of thrir seemingly relentless ter-
ror. When the police eventually came hours later to collct 
George's body, they never bothered to take the bloody instru-
ment of murder for fingerprinting or to take a statement from 
Mrs. Onchara. Some two months later after their return from 
George's burial ceremony in Kisii the knife that ultimately took 
away the life of their beloved son was still lying in the precincts 
of their honic. To this day Pihce has not been asked to view an 
identification parade to see if she could recognise her son's as-
sassins from the many people who have been arrested and 
charged with crimes related to the Likoiii-Kwaie violence. And 
because George's body was taken to Pandya Hospital rather than 
to the Coast General Hospital his name did not even appear in 
the government's list of the dead that was tabled in parliament 
on September 10, 1997. Sadly, George died without due recog-
nition by his own government. With numerous reports of this 
kind how serious, people ask, were the police in finding the real 
culprits of the massacre? 

On the other side of the coin, there have also been claims by 
police officers that their operations and investigations were be-
ing interfered with by authorities from above. Could this ex-
plain why so many of the people whose names have repeatedly 
been mentioned as key supporters of the violence have not been 
arraigned? Sajjad and Shakombo have not been picked-up at all 
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for interrogation. Mwidau, Mwahirna and Mwabora were arrested 
and released just after a day. Maitha has been charged with bail-
able crimes, and even after the initial magistrate refused to re-
lease lnm on bond, we undcrstand tremendous political pres-
sure was exerted to secure his release subsequently. The only 
other person who was arrested and conthrncs to be in remand 
prison (in Manyatu) is Omar Masumbukb who, because he lacks 
any political constituency worth talking about, is perhaps re 
garded as "sacrifisable" for the time-being 

Innumerable eyewitness accounts also described how the police 
and GSU personnel entrusted with the responsibility of pursu-
ing the raiders often avoided going to the places where they 
were more likely to find them. Isaac Otieno claimed., for ex-
ample, that "Hojpa watu namambiwa rnaendt ku/c Kya Bwiibo, ndik.o 
u'a/t' majwibaii a'ako, lakini La watu bawaahugbu/ilei kwenda huku. 
iVanatembea mabarabarani tu, hawasbsegbvlolu mi hawa mstu. Kuna 
zraskan yingzne hapo, wanaajwbin'a hawa auiu wako hapo Lueaa, 
hikini hawaenth. Hawaendi kabisol" (These people are told to go 
to Kaya Bombo, thats where the raiders are, but they don't bother 
to go there. They just walk along the main roads, and don't bother 
with them at all. There is this othet place, and they are told the 
raiders are just there at Ujamsa, but they wouldn't go. They 
wouldn't go at all). Instead, the security officers acquired the 
reputation of going into the homes of local people, of arresting 
and harassing innocent civilians and demanding huge sums of 
money from them before letting them free. One poor family in 
Mweza village of Mtongwe location, for example, had such un-
welcome visitors everyday for four consecutive days until its 
meagre financial resources were completely depleted. They are 
said to have robbed, and robbed, and robbed yet again with 
amounts ranging from ten shillings to ten thousand shillings 
without mercy, without any concern for the welfare of the poor, 
struggling people of the area. The whole operation appeared 
like one intended to further pauperise an already poor people. If 
the upcountry people were victims of looting by the raiders, 
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then, the localpeople now lived with the constant dread of be- 
ing robbed by the predominantly upcountry security personneL 

Further victirnisatiori of the local population of the Digo by 
members of the security forces also came in the form of arbi-
trary and discriminatory arrests. Digo identity became an even 
greater liability than it was already believed to be, and, unless 
one parted with a substantial asriount of money, it was almost 
certain to lead to immediate arrest and probably arraignment on 
false charges. Juma Suleirnan narrated how be was among a large 
group of people arrested by the GSU. Then the "leader" ap-
proached the group and asked each individual to state his ethnic 
affiliation. "Nik.armvambia mimi ni Mdigo, na wwisgiae akaseiwa 
Mdiga, na m4vgine Mdigo. AArafilea lewa mwingine tena a/hzcema 
Mjaluo, akaamhiwa ainuke aende take lfetu wa makabilaja barn 
yakaachiliwa ispokuuu M/ikenda" (So I told him I was a Digc, 
and another said lie was a IJigo, and another a Digo When he 
turned to another person, he said he was a Luo, and he was told 
to get up and go. Upcountry people were released, but not those 
from the Mijikenda ethnic groups). 

Sometimes no idcntitarian distinction was drawn between a Digo 
and a Musktm "Zilekawani iikabila tisaaMjikendandio k,wa 
?friacbu/niIiwa mud' claimed Hamisi Mwanavunso, "kabiya kumi 
iongetwa ni ya Wataita. Kwa sababu walèiioi/isha ritambuli.cho, 
wakian,galia rJu we barn wana,mvacheç wale ambao nzajinajao niya 
Kiinaimi wanachuk.uliwa ni watu we /eutoka hapa pwani, na hao 
wanacbuku/iwd' (It was these nine Miji]renda groups that were 
mostly targeted for arrest. The tenth group that was added later 
was that of the Taita. Because when they asked for identity cards, 
if they see that the person is of upcountry origin they would re- 
lease hirr those with Islamic names are assumed to be coastal 
people, and they are arrested). People in the area seem to recollect 
that even though the Molo,  clashes were of much greater magni- 
tude than the Likoni-Kwale ones, there were far fewer people, in 
absolute numbers, who were arrested for crimes related to the 
violence. Do their arrest in such huge numbers, they wonder, have 
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anything to do with their coastal-cum-Muslim identity? 

Following these arrests was a process of physical and mental 
torture. From the very beginning the security people are said to 
have taken the liberty and the pleasure to whip the arrested with 
bakora (sticks), with electric wires, with tyre strips, and to batter 
them with ruczgus (clubs) and butts of their tifles. This cruel or -
deal sometimes went on for hours and was repeated at virtually 
every spot, be it en route to a police station or within its cells, 
while boarding police vans or disembarking from them. Some-
times the arrested were made to walk on their knees for miles in 
the hot coastal weather. Broken hmbs, bleeding sores, chopped 
backs, bandaged heads, broken skins and emaciated bodies - 
these were some of the sights we were repeatedly exposed to 
and which the injured and brutalised attributed to their cruel 
treatment in the hands of the police and GSU. In the police 
cells, theywere often denied any food for as many as forty-eight 
hours or more. And for those who were charged and remanded 
at the Shimo-la-Tcwa Prison thete were reports of continued 
torture in the form of forced application of a corrosive chemical 
substance on and around the genitals, leading to fears of impo-
tence. All the rights of an arrested person provided, by the laws 
of Kenya, therefore, seem to have been violated with sheer im-
punity with regard to the Likoi-,{-Kwale detainees. 

While the Digo were the primary targets of police brutality, some 
upcountry people too are reported to have .uffered the same 
fate, though to a much lesser extent, when President Daniel Arap 
Mol gave the ten days moratorium to the raiders to surrender 
their arms. According to Isaac Oticno, prior to that ten days' 
interval, the police "k-ama ni rntu wa barn wanakuatha, k-ama ni 
Mdg4 unachiaii. Lakini tangu wacke i/c s/ku rao k&mi wa/i.cema ati 

i/peanwa watu aa bara wahame ngantho i/c; .casa wakpata mtu an 
bara ku/c pia wanctpcfa ha. W'anawaambia, Na njinyi, k-wa n/ni 
irncmekaa hc,ba na zratu wa barn wameambiwa waJoke ngamho NO 
fcnapiga, wanapiga!" (if you were an upcountry person, they 
would release you, if yu were a Digo you would be beaten. But 
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since they announced that ten days of theirs, supposedly given 
to allow upcountry people to leave the area, they would beat 
even an upcountry person. They would tell hen Why axe you 
still around when upcountry folk have been told to leave this 
place?' They would just strike and strike again). In other words, 
the security forces were deliberately forcing upcountry.people 
out of the Likoni-Kwale area, and the mass exodus that took 
place during this brief period was as much a product of fear of 
police-raider confrontation come D-day, as it was of deliberate 
acts of coercion and brute force. As a result of these incidents, 
there is a strong belief that the ten days period was, in fact, de-
liberately designed to augment and expedite the departure of 

people of upcountry origm from the Likoni-Kwale area in an 
attempt to weaken the opposition. This view is perhaps sup-
ported by efforts of police officers to have the Likoni Catholic 
Church tell the thousands of upcountry people who had sought 
refuge in its compound to leave, supposedly on the pretext that 
security had returned in the area. And once Out of the camp, it 
was suspected, the police and GSU would have forced the refu-
gees out of the Lilconi-Kwale area. 

Some of the arrested Digo who never made it to the police cells 
or remand prisons had even more terrifying experiences. After 
members of his group were severely beaten, narrated Juma 

Mwakitema: 

Tu4be/thwa rsrpaka sthemu nyiagine inaitwa Magandia, k.aribu nii 
knnakoten.geney'a vhokaa. Tnlienda kumwagwa tesituni usiku /wku 
bado iunaendtha kupigwa. W7engimalishind.wa waktsfa,ilai huko. Mimi 
ea wenangu watatu ndio tu4i/imta-tmita mpaka skulija Denyesye, 

tukaambja u'atu waendr uiakalaame /eama svana ,naiti wao huko 
tu/ikotupwa. 

We were taken to a certain place called Magandia, near the 
calcium manufacturing place. We were dumped in the forest 
at night while they continued beating us. Some collapsed and 
died right there. I and some of my comrades dragged our- 
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selves to the school at Denyenye, and told the people to go 
and see if they had any of their dead at the place where we 
were dumped. 

These incidents of dumping the injured and dead at Magandia 
were reported by sevetal victims that we interviewed. Unfortu-
nately, we were repeatedly blocked by security personnel from 
visiting Magandia. And no government record is likely to exist 
of those who died under these inhuman circumstances. 

But it is not only innocent Digo men who were victims of po-
lice brutality. Digo women too were not spared the terror. They 
became victims as mothers and as wives. The police and GSU 
often broke into their homes demanding to know the where-
abouts of then husbands and sons. In the process, they beat 
them severely with rods, electric wires and i4boka, reportedly aim-
ing particularly at the thighs and buttocks. They would then go 
into their bedrooms, break into their closets and rob them of 
the little money they had. Upon leaving, they would make sure 
to carry away other valuable items, especially radio sets, on the 
pretext that they were not properly licensed. Again, these al-
leged incidents of pohce misconduct were reported severally by 
Digo women in a number of sub-locations in Likoni-Kwale. 

Upcountry women who were suspected of having too close a 
relationship with Digo men were also, apparently, subjected to 
verbal and physical abuse. Ellen and her friend Maria, for ex-
ample, both in their late twenties, grew up in the Likoni area 
since childhood and over the years, they became partially as-
siinilated culturally into the Digo community. Perhaps aware of 
this fact, the pohce broke into their residence and "wa/ipoinia iu 
wa1iana ktutha, atakzj nikaloa JDjangzi nilrasswa 'Mime natoka 
sthi'm a barn.' Ukweli kitamb,thsho thangu kimeandik.n'a F1/enJu1i:n; 
hkini We tt,,,,echukulia Diani Location, .riib-1ocaion ni Gorizhato. 
Wakaani,.a kututandik.a tena, wakisepra, ?Iakuna kiln ka,wa bito. 
I'yinji mmeo/en'a na 1iidigo flu ,jumek.uwa main ma hzthn LVakaidi 
imis'igd' (the moment they walked in they started beating us, 
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until I produced my identity card and declared 'I am from the 
upcountry' The truth is that the name appearing on my II) is 
Ellen Julius, but both, of as took our identity cards from the 
Diani Location, Gombato sub-location. They started beating us 
again, saying, We don't want to hear that nonsense. You are 
married to Digo men and have become people of this place.' 
And they continued to beat us). The widespread African cui-
tural principle that the wife became a member of the husband's 
flunily, therefore, now turned into a deadly liability for upcountry 
women married to local men. 

We also received numerous reports of rape and other forms of 
sexual assault by the police and GSU personnel which, if true, 
are likely to have affected scores of Digo women. Overall, we 
heard of far more accounts, indirect as they may have been, of 
GSU-policc rape than rape by the raiders. Among the very few 
]Digo vlcttms of this crime who were willing to tell their stories 
was Saada Mwinyi Eakari. 

UYaliiiz,gia, kama nartu saba. Ni/isi/ala wengjne nje, garini. Nilikuwa 
nimebeba mloto ,,.z,gongonj, niko tzyini kutok.cz W7ak.aniulia Mume 
wako mi watoto wako 2mko wapi/'Nikan'aa,zrbia Inpanangu ametoka, 
net n7toto we/u iii hirju mmya tu tiigongoni. W'akainama-inama kule 
animgual hahafu wakasipisama. Mernsja akaana kumpga ,uapajani, 

lakiniyu/e mkubwa wake akanxrrriilia. Yule alije.onWnina m/ethwa 
a/eaniarubia niweke iwtoto thim nikaniwaeszbia siwç.j, mtoto ana/ia. 
Akawaamrsha wamjokoye mtoto; nikapigana nao wakanijkthd.a 
zgus'u. lVakrnitoa wwanangu wakambwa.ga chini. Halafu 
waaryanel guo wakanita /eitandaai. Sijui . . . . . .Ni/isikia 
wen.gine waleisema 9Vacha tuonje mali ya pwani. Nika-
pigana... Nika.cikia kitu kio kimenijonga kichwani . .. Gira; 
nikuona giza. S/ui... Ni/iin,giliwa... Nilizngiliwa na bawa 
wasyama... labda watano... labda Zaidi ... Nikajisikia nimthufa 
In. . . Na fuse/i rnmeki[a. 

They came in, about seven of them. I heard others outside, in 
a cat I was carrying a child on my back, just about to go out 
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They asked me of the whereabouts of my husband and chil-
dren. I told them my husband was out, and the only child we 
have was on my back. Then they stooped to look around un-
der the beds and stood up again. One of them began striking 
me on the thighs, but his leader stopped him. The one who 
seemed like the leader then asked me to put down my child; I 
told him I couldn't, the child was crying. So he asked them to 
take the child from me by force; I fought them but they were 
too strong for me. They then took my child and dropped him 
on the floor. They proceeded to tear my clothes and throw 

me on the bed. I don't know.. .1 don't quite know ... 1 heard 
someZ saying 'Let us taste this coastal stuff.' I fought 
desperately.. J felt a heavy thump on my head... Darkness, I 
saw nothing but darkness. I don't know ... 1 was raped ... I was 
raped by these animals.., maybe five of them ... maybe 
more ... And I felt dead ... And I am really dead.... 

Saada was thus violated and inflicted with severe pain and suf-
fering seemingly intended to humiliate and punish her for just 
being a Digo. 

The Aftermath 
By the end of November 1997, calm seemed to have returned to 
Likoni-Kwale. Yet, the illusion could not have been greater. The 
moment one began to venture into the interior of the area, espe-
cially of the Likoni and Msambweni locations, one was likely to 
be met with the lingering smell of blood and death, and the 
thick aura of terror and fear. Entire communities seemed to be 
on the verge of collapse, struggling for dear life, crying out to be 
rescued. 

The cost to the economy has now been estimated at billions of 
thillliigs, and there are expert projections that, between fleeing 
capital and demoraJised labour, it would take a miracle to have a 
full economic recovery in the next five years. The monthly loss 
in revenue due to tourist hotel cancellations alone is approxi- 
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mately KShs. 650 million, and is expected to escalate to KShs 
1200 million per month between December 1997 and April 
1998u The small business and other industries have equally suf-
fered, and all this is bound to affect other sectors of the economy, 
from banking to transport. 

The displacement of upcountry people especially has been im-
mense, estanated at 75% to 100% in those areas directly hit by 
the violence. One of the most tragic cases is that of Lucy,  
Nyainbura, a -victim of double displacement. Lucy was first dis-
placed from Molo in 1992 after losing her infant, and sought ref-
uge at the "peaceful" coast where she hoped she would have the 
opportunity to rebuild her life. Five years later, she has been dis-
placed and rendered homeless yet again. Lucy has now been left 
wondering whether there is anywhere in this country where she 
could go to rediscover some security and stability for herself and 
her children. Some villages and sub-locations with predominantly 
upcountry settlers, like Shonda-Mawerii, continued to look like 
ghost towns well into the end of November. And few of the refu-
gees interviewed by mid-November had any plans to return to 
their Likoni-Kwale homes ever again- Insofar as the 1997 general 
elections are concerned, therefore, the displaced have been disen-
franchised; they are a people whose vote has come to nought 

The violence has left a society bleeding and deeply bruised in its 
political psychologa All over, there is continuing anger and bit-
terness, continuing lack of trust and confidence. Both the local 
and upcountry people clearly hold the "government" respon-
sible for their bmtalisation- Yet, sadly, they regard each other as 
the direct cause of their plight. So tensions and suspicions con-
tinue to abound in this divided society, and like a simmering 
volcano, the situation threatens to explode once again, as we 
approach the election date of December 29, 1997. 

1 'An uupublished commuthque turn e Tourist Industry Forum, Septemeber 

18, 1997. 
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The Causes 

The central causes of the violence in Likoni-Kwale are 
probably more numerous than are covered in this report, 
and some of thcrn may be related in rather complex ways. 

The national and local backgrounds to the violence discussed 
earlier in this report indirectly provide some of the answers. Other 
suggested causes are a product of mote intensive investigation. 
And others still may remain unknown for some time to come. 

The evidence we have been able to put together, however, sug-
gests at least nine possible causes, some purely contextual 

1. Local politics: The violence in Likoni-Kwale is widely 
regarded as state engineered in an attempt to c1eanse" the 
area of its upcountry population. The bloody strategy, 
according to this view, was intended to weaken the opposition 
at a time when the nation is preparing for the 1997 General 
Elections. The fact that there is a disproportionately large 

siae of registered Luo voters in the Likoni constituency who 
were instrumental in the 1992 FORD-Kenya win, and that 
the members of the Likoni I uo community seem to have 
been especially targeted by the raiders, lend some credibility 
to this view on thc motive of the violence. 

The information we received, however, suggests that the 
demographic politics of Likoni-Kwale were of more 
immediate concern to the local KANU politicians than to 
their "godfathers" in Nairobi. There was too much at stake 
for the national leaders, both politically and economically, to 
engineer such an orgy of violence merely for the sake of one 
additional parliamentary seat in favour of KANU. 

If the picture that has emerged is true that local KANU 
politicians from otherwise rival and even antagonistic factions 
were, ironically, involved at some level in perpetrating the 
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violence, then the most sensible conclusion is that they did 
so on the instructions of some "higher authorities." So what 
was the agenda of the "higher authorities"? This question 
brings us directly to a consideration of the national political 
dimension of the violence. 

2. National Politics: Intelligence sources have suggested that 
the Likoni-Kwaie violence had a much grander agenda than 
the apparent transformation of the demographic equation in 
the area for the bene& of KANZJ candidates. This agenda is 
related to the "rise and fall" of the NCA/NCEC project. As 
the evidence presented earlier demonstrates, the organisation 
of the violence began within a month or so of Lirnuru I, a 
dramatic national event which scnt strong shivers down the 
Moi-KANU spine, and made the regime feel it had lost the 
political Initiative to the NCA-NCEC; 

In a desperate attempt to regain control crf. the poimcal arena, 
thercfore, some KANU hawks began to design under the guise 
of ethnic clashes, a plan of violent eruptions in sekcted, 
seemingly violence-prone sites in the countrjt.The attacks were 
to begin in Likoni-Kwale soon after the dissolutiOn of the 
national assembly which, at that time, was anticipated to be 
around the end of August 1997. With this offesriive, the hawks 
hoped to precipitate conditions of crisis which would jtistify a 
declaration of a state of emergency nation-wide under the 
provisions of Chapter 57 of the Laws of Ketiyentitled."The 
Preservatioti of Public Security Act" before its recerii review. 
One of the functions of the Act is "the prevention and 
suppression of rebellion, mutiny, violence, intimidation, 
disorder and crime and unlawful attempts and conspiracies to 
overthrow the government or the Constitution" (Section 21). 

When the President deems it necessary for the preservation 
of public security in the country, he may invoke the powers 
of the Act, which include: 
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a) the detention of persons (a clause now repealed as part 
of the IPPG package); 

b)the registration, restrlctLon of movement (Into, out of or 
within Kenya), and compulsory movement of persons, 
including the imposition of curfews; 

the conttol of aliens, including the removal of diplomatic 
ptivtleges; 

the censorship, control or prohibition of the communi-
cation of any information, or of any means of commuiu-
cating or of recording ideas or information, including 
any publication or document, and the prevention of the 
dissemination of false reports; and 

c) the control or prohibition of any procession, assembly; 
meeting, association or socicty.  

Under these conditions, elections would have been postponed 
indefinitely until the Moi-KAU regime felt once again 
securely in couttol of the political arena. By all indication, 
then, some political actors seem to have been prepared to 
drag the country into the politico-economic gutters than to 
relinquish control through a democratic process or as a tsuTt 
of the democratic will of the people of Kenya. 

There were apparently two inter-related reasons for the choice 
of Likoni-Kwale as the initial spot of the state-engineered 
violence: (a) it provided a perlectnsotive given the well-known 
majimboist sentiments prevailing in the area amongst the local 
people, and (b) unlike the Moto situation, it was expected to 
distance the Kamainsa KANU hawks from direct public 
blame for this 1997 wave of pre-election state-sponsored 
violence. 

But the grand plan was derailed for two reasons: 

1. As already discussed earlier, the Likoni-Kwale wing of 
the violence erupted sooner than mtended, and 
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2. Perhaps to everyone's consternation, the IPPG initiative 
allowed the Moi-KANU regime to recapture the political 
initiative from the NCA-NC]C sooner and more deci-
sively than imagined possibic, making the declaration of 
a state of emergency no longer desirable 

This combination of unforeseen developments created some 
confusion within the ranks of the KANU hawks on how 
best to respond to the violence and explains, to some extent, 
the seeming uncertainty in the government's own resolve to 
bring the tragedy to a quick curL It was only around mid-
September, after the regime regained its confidence as a result 
of the seeming successes of the EPPG negotiations, that more 
definite steps were taken to end the violence. 

But the decision to bring this violent chapter to a close had 
its own problems for the KANU hawks. First, it was in 
conflict with the local Likons-Kwale KANTJ politicians who 
desired to see their constituency as a zone free of upcountry-
people, at lcast until after the general elections. We understand 
some negotiations had to go on between the local KANU 
aspirants and national KANU power brokers on bow to 
mediate these "conflicting" views. Secondly, many of the 
raiders who joined the "force" for purely miimLaast ends felt 
betrayed. Sections of the force thus decided to go it alone 
and, in the absence of regular supplies of food and other 
resources, ended up combining their raids with acts of looting 
and robbery. 

3; Regioualism: This is the mQjimboistcall pitting coastal against 
upcountry people that seems to have been precipitated by 
the socio-economic disparities that are presumed to exist 
between the two communities at the Coast. The specific 
factors which may have contributed to these regionalist 
sentiments are discussed in the section on the local context 
of the violence. The victirni of the raiders, of course, have 
been the upcountry poor seeking to make ends meet, while 
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the real looters and plunderers of Coastal resources are the 
upcountty and other non-African rich. Not a single member 
of the upper class, not a single tourist, not a single big business 
or tourist hotel, was targeted by the raidera But this is the 
tragedy and irony of any form of nationalism, where the 
enemy, "the othet", is so inclusively defined that the super -

exploiters escape unscathed, and the main victims become 
precisely those common folk with whom we have the greatest 
social and geographical proximity It is still true, perhaps, that 
ethnic consciousness is much stronger in Kenya than class-
consciousness. Every other common Digo we met talked so 
passionately against exploitation by upcountry people; yet, 
ironically, the exploitation envisioned did not go beyond the 
vegetable kios]k in Likoni or the job opportunities for 
labourei:s at the Kilindinj port and for winters in the hotel 
industry. 

Ethno-nationalism: This can be regarded as a mafivthoist 
sub-nationalism foundcd more exclusively on one or a few 
related ethnic groups. As a Digo-Durunsa area, Likoni-Kwale 
has sometimes been seen as a field of invasion by all 
"outtiders", coastal and non-coastal people alike. 

Religious nationalism: As indicated earlier, the Digo are 
ptedominantly Muslim in religious affiliation. The influx of 
upcountry people has had a major transformative effect on 
the cultural landscape ofthe area to apoirit where its Islamic 

face is getting gradually disfigured and even submerged. And 
precisely because a great majority of upcountry immigrants 
happen to be Christian, the local reaction has sometimes 
tended to assume an Islamic cuaJity. 

There were also the explicttly despotic tendencies of the local 
administration, from provincial commissioners to sub-chiefi, 
which exacerbated local frustrations and intensified both 
ethrio-regional claims and ethno-regional tensions. As a result, 
some Chiefs in the Likoni-Kwalc area themselves became 
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the real looters and plunderers of Coastal resources are the 
upcountry and other non-African rich. Not a single member 
of the upper class, not a single tourist, not a single big business 
or tourist hotel, was targeted by the raiders. But this is the 
tragedy and irony of any form of nationalism, where the 
enemy, "the other", is so inclusively defined that the super 
exploiters escape unscathed, and the main victims become 
precisely those common folk with whomwe have the greatest 
socialand geographical proximitr It is still true, perhaps, that 
ethnic corisclonsness is much stronger in Kenya than class-
consciousness. Every other common Digo we met talked so 
passionately against exploitation by upcountry people; yet, 
ironically, the exploitation envisioned did not go beyond the 
vegetable kiosk in Likoni or the iob  opportunities for 
labourers at the Kilindini port and for waiters in the hotel 
industry. 

Ethno-nationalisin: This can be regarded as a rvajirizboisl 
sub-nationalism founded more exclusively on one or a few 
related ethnic groups. As a Digo-Dururna area, Likoni-Kwale 
has sometimes been seen as a field of invasion by all 
"outsiders", coastal and non-coastal people alike. 

Religious nationalism: As indicated earlier, the Digo are 
predominantly Muslim in religious affiliation. The influx of 
upcountry people has had a major transformative effect on 
the cultural landscape of the area to a point where its Islamic 
face is getting gradually disfigured and even submerged. And 
precisely because a great majority of upcountry immigrants 
happen to be Christian, the local reaction has sometimes 
tended to assume an Islamic quality.  

There were also the exphcitly despotic tendencies of the local 
administration, from 1rovincial commtisioners to sub-chiefs, 
which exacerbated local frustrations and intensified both 
ethno-regionai claims and ethno-regionitl tensions. As a result, 
some Chiefs in the Likoni-Kwale area themselves became 
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targets of the raiding units, 

Piliuica1 Culture: In moving towards the democratic 
ahernative there has been a strong inclination towards the 
politics of poarssed confrontatiott betweeti "we" versus 
"them", and a culture of violence and counter-violence has 
gradually eaten through the very fabric of our society. And 
the tendency towatds the ethnicisation of politics has naturally 
led to the ethnicisation of violence. This situation probably,  
served a catalytic function that contributed to the ignition of 
the violence in IL ikoniKwale. 

Personal: There is also evidence that some individuals 
participated in the violence less because they espoused the 
sub-nationalist cause, but more because the violence would 
afford them the opportunity to settle some personal scores, 
or to underrnrne political opponents in some way or another 
as we approach the general eJections. 

Criminal Before the violence began there were some criminal 
elements who are said to have assiited in recruitment and 
mobdisation in anticipation of lucrative opportunities to 
commit all sorts of crimes, from stealing to rape. During the 
attacks some of these criminals expectedly moved around 
and committed many atrocities under the cover of politically 
tnotivatedraida 

It is against this background of confusion, conflicting interests 
within KANU, and breakdown in co-otdination, then, that the 
rnuddk in the security operations against the raiders must be 
partly understood. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

Ti

he 1992 "ethnic clashes" in the Mob area are widely 
believed to have been a state-sponsored phenomenon 
ntended to intimidate advocates of political pluralism 

and detail them from their cause just as we were gearing up 
towards the general elections, Five years later, once again around 
an election period, the Likoni-Kwale area erupts in an orgy of 
bloodshed and arson with an ethno-regional face. Circinnstan-
tial and intelligence reports suggest that the Likoni-Kwalc trag-
edy was, in fact, an initial phase of a larger state-sponsored agenda 
to undermine the constitutional reform movement and provide 
a reconfigqred political space that would a11ow KANU to recap-
ture the political initiative and political control that it had lost to 
the National Convention Assembly (NCA) and its executive arm, 
the National Convention l?xecutive Committee (NCEC In both 
cases, hundreds of innocent Kenyans lost their lives as some 
became permanently maimed, property worth millions was de-
stroyed, the local economy was virtually devastated, and hun-
dreds of thousands were displaced and rendered refugees in their 
own country, all at the alter of party and power politics within 
an oppressive and exploitative political dispensation. The blood 
of innocent Kenyans meanders in the river of tune: Is it the 
blood Of a dying order groping for rescue? And is it the blood of 
a new Kenya being born in the maternity ward of state-civic 
telations? Only the future can tell. 

For the time being, however, some provisional recommenda-
tions can be made with a view of mininiising the chances of 
recurrence of the Likoni-Kwale type of tragedy. With this mod-
est objective in mind, the Kenya Human Rights Commission 
recommends the following: 

1. As suggested earlier, the tragedy in Likoni-Kwsle has been 
catalysed, in part, by the inherent "tnibalist" and ethnocratic 
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orientation of the SUCCCSSiVC regimes in power and, in part, 
by the growing culture of violence that has been precipitated 
by the government's owri indination to physical brutality and 
coercion, the Failure in governance and the subsequent 
collapse of law and order. Over the years political conditions 
have emerged which stimulate the worst of etbno-regional. 
claims and in which violence has increasingly come to be 
seen as a legitimate way of conflict resolution precisely at a 
time when the state seems no longer capable of guaranteeing 
the safety and security of its cithsis. 

At the same tune, bowevet, we must acknowledge that, for 
decades to come ethnicity, as a political -force, will continue 
being prone to exploitation and manipulation by interest 
groups and political players of all shades for ends that are 
selfish and immediate. Even for those of us who do not 
espouse majimboism, therefore, there is an urgent need for 
a creative constitutional formula that will not only protect 
ethnic (and other) minorities against discrimination, but 
will also turn them from pawns to players in determining 
their own destinies and that of their resources. Such 
empowerment, we believe, will go a long way in 
minimising the exploitability of ethnicity in national and 
local politics in Kenya. 

2. There is a significantly large body of circumstantial evidence 
and eyewitness accounts suggesting that the perpetrators of 
the violence in LikoniKwale bad, for a while, the badting 
and protection of some powerful politicians in the KANU 
establishment arid, in some cases, the seeming complicity of 
the security forces through acts of omission and commission 
in spite of the fact, ironically, that some of the victims of the 
mayhem were themselves members of the police force. Some 
of these alleged political players in the violence have been 
named in this and other NGO reports. It is now the 
responsibility of the government of the day to launch 
impartial and thorough investigations, complemented by 
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an independent Commission of Inquiry into the possible 
involvement of these and other highly-placed and/or well-
connected politicians with a view to charging and 
persecuting all those implicated. 

Our evidence indicates that the majority of those arrested 
and charged with crimes related to the Likoni-Kwale violence 
are, in fact, innocent victims of either an incompetent pohce 
force groping in the dark in its investigationsof the whole 
affair, or of a deliberate use of scapegoats to cover-up the 
identity of the real culprits of the heinous crimes against some 
of the residents of the area Furthermore, the entire operation 
to find the culprits was accompanied by physical torture of 
those arrested, looting, and humiliating forms of treatment 
and verbal abuse. The very manner in which the police and 
GSU operation was conducted, therefore, ended up 
provoking the rage of the local population and probably 
sowing seeds of yet another potential cycle of violence and 
counter-violence. 

It is our recommendation, therefore, that the entire 
security force be retrained and reequipped to better deal 
with civil crises of the Likoni-Kwale type and better 
perform their responsibility of protecting, instead of 
victunising, the innocent members of the public. Political 
reforms muSt be accompanied by atfite dinal t-eforms in 
various Sectors of our socm.ty. And one erticai sector that 
needs a major overhaul is the security area - from the police 
to the ptisons. 

There is little doubt that the Moi-KANU regime has been 
one of the most uncompromising in the whole continent of 
Africa. It has repeatedly taken advantage of the goodwill of 
Kenyans and tried their patience so much so that open 
confrontation, civil disobedience and even armed struggle 
have gained increasing appeal as the only options at our 
disposal for the attainment of a genuinely democratic Kenya. 
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But UNLESS and UNTIL the Kenyan public has been 
sufficiently prepared for the kind of violence for which the 
Moi-KANU regime has become notorious, the opposition 
must exercise greater restraint and self-moderation in 
its choice of language and strategies of action. Otherwise 
it risks provoking the violent reaction of a regime that 
feels embattled, leading to the futile suffering of many 

innocent Kenyans. 

As indicated earlier, the local admjmstration was a significant 
contributor to the conditions that generated feelings of 
snarginalisation and frustration among the Digo and the state 
of latent tensions between the local population and the settlers 
from upcountry Kenya. In fact, the despotism of local 
authorities is a recurrent phenomenon that has created one 
set of problcms or another in various parts of the nation. It 

is one of our recommendations, therefore that the entire 
system of local administration be reviewed with a view 
of replacing it completely with more democratic 
structures of governance that can unleash the full 
productivity potential of the citizens. This colonial relic 
whose major purpose was to control and monitor the African 
population has no place in a society that is gearing itself up 
to the challenges of the 21st century. 

Rape is a direct reflection and expression of unequal power 
relations between men and women in our societies across 
the globe. In times of €aciional conflicts and war rape becomes 
a diabolic weapon of terror by the aggressor, seeking to 
humiliate, intimidate and demoralise the "enemy". Our 

society, therefore, must move speedily to pressure the 
government to enact and implement laws which will 

promote equality between the sexes and ensure the 
empowerment of women. 

For all practical purposes, the violence turned Likoni-Kwale 
into a disaster area. There is, then an urgent need for a 
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thorough estimation of the full cost of the disaster - in 
human life as well as in property, in politics and the 
economy, in cultural effects and social impact - on the 
basis of which a compensation programme, for affected 
individuals, orga,nisations and communtties, can be 
established. Such a programme will assist not only in the 
reconstruction of the area, but also in the process of 
reconciliation and healing as we approach the turn of the 
centutv 

The blood of innocent Kenyans continues to flow in the 
river of time. is it the blood of a collapsing order gasping for 
breath as it crumbles into a state of anarchy? Or is it the 
blood of convulsive maternal pangs giving birth to a new 
and better Kenya? Let the choice be ours 
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